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Abstract
A message presently heralded in the scientiﬁc literature is that by installing the
appropriate number of renewable energy devices (i.e. wind turbines, photovoltaic pan-
els, etc.), the atmosphere can return to pre-industrial conditions — this is impossible.
Renewable energy technologies alter the Earth System during the energy extraction
process. How these changes are manifested depends on more complex factors such as
the technology, geographic location, and scale, but climatic diﬀerences are unavoidable.
For example, although about 450 terawatts (TW) of wind power is normally dissipated
near the Earth surface, through increasingly complex methods, we estimate a maxi-
mum electricity production rate of near-surface wind energy extraction over the global
non-glaciated land surface of 18-68 TWe. The general circulation model (GCM) simula-
tion representing the maximum energy extraction rate shows that some climatic eﬀects
are similar in magnitude to a doubling of CO2, with large-scale diﬀerences in tem-
perature and precipitation. The inﬂuence of the large-scale wind turbines also causes
atmospheric dynamics that result in a 2-3% decrease in the generation rate of total
atmospheric wind energy which will also inﬂuence subsequent atmospheric dynamics.
Exploring jet stream wind power from the same top-down perspective, we estimate a
maximum electricity production rate of 4.5 TWe, about 200-times less than the previ-
ous estimate and quantiﬁed with a GCM to result in upper-atmospheric temperature
increases of > 20 ◦C at both poles and substantial diﬀerences in climate. With the clear
relevance of the energy transformation hierarchy to estimate both power potentials and
climatic impacts, we model near-surface wind power deployed in the ’windiest’ areas or
photovoltaic power deployed in the ’sunniest’ areas. GCM simulations suggest that pho-
tovoltaics are able to fulﬁll the current global human energy of 17 TW demand with less
than 1% coverage of the prescribed ’sunniest’ areas and without any clearly discernible
climatic diﬀerences compared to the control simulation. In strong contrast, near-surface
wind power requires 100% of the ’windiest’ areas to produce the same power, with this
maximum extraction scenario associated with substantial climatic diﬀerences compared
to the control simulation. Numerous other renewable technologies, geographic conﬁg-
urations, and complex model frameworks are presently available and fully worthy of
similar fundamental limit–climatic consequence related studies. Ultimately, this work
emphasizes the relevance of a ’top-down’ thermodynamic Earth System based approach
to large-scale renewable energy estimates. The actual quantiﬁed power estimates and
environmental consequences included here may change slightly depending on the model
or the assumptions, but the more core-realization that renewables have ﬁnite extraction
limits and must be associated with climatic consequences seems certain.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the recent Special Report on Renewable Energy Sources and Climate Change Mit-
igation (SRREN) by the IPCC, ”...lighting, cooking, space comfort, mobility, [and]
communication,” p. 5 are deﬁned as basic human needs related to energy (Arvizu et
al. 2011). To deﬁne these energy needs as basic speaks to the incredible advancements
of mankind, speciﬁcally in the last 100 years from the technological advancements in
both the appropriation and utilization of fossil fuels. During this time, energy use has
quadrupled while population has tripled, resulting in a 12-fold increase in global hu-
man energy from 1.38 TW in 1900 (816 W/person) to 17 TW in 2011 (2500 W/person)
(Smil 2010; EIA 2011). As we now recognize that ”Most of the observed increase in
global average temperature since the mid-20th century is very likely due to the ob-
served increase in anthropogenic GHG (greenhouse gas) concentrations,” (IPCC 2007)
and current fossil fuel reserves represent a diminishing 600-year supply (Rogner et al.
2000), the need for energy sources that are ”...secure and have low environmental im-
pacts,” p. 5 (Arvizu et al. 2011) becomes a key component to the human future on
Earth.
A suggested response to these climatic changes, depleting resource stocks, and geopo-
litical factors is the large-scale deployment of renewable energy resources. Many re-
searchers suggest present-day renewable energy technologies can simply be up-scaled to
address present and future energy demand. A recent study stated that by using only
20% of the windiest land areas (i.e. ≥ 6.9 m/s at 80 meters above the land surface
and 6 turbines per km2), wind energy could provide for the global human energy de-
mand (Archer & Jacobson 2005). A supporting global study of near-surface wind power
states, ”Should wind supply the world’s energy needs, this parameterization estimates
energy loss in the lowest 1km of the atmosphere to be 0.007%,” p.816 of Santa-Maria
& Jacobson (2009). The ﬁrst quantiﬁcation of jet stream wind energy extractability
also states its enormous extractable potential, stating ”The total wind energy in the
jet streams is roughly 100 times the global energy demand [i.e. 1700 TW],” p.307-308.
This prevalence of readily-available renewable energy then demands a more detailed
look at the economics and engineering constraints which is just beginning to perme-
ate the literature. One very recent example, Providing all global energy with wind,
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water, and solar power, part 1: technologies, energy resources, quantities and areas of
infrastructure, and materials by Jacobson & Delucchi (2010) states:
”...powering the world with a WWS [wind, water, sunlight] system includes
3.8 million 5-MW wind turbines... 49,000 300-MW CSP power plants...
40,000 solar PV power plants... 5350 100-MW geothermal power plants...
900 1300-MW hydroelectric power plants... 720,000 0.75-MW wave de-
vices... and 490,000 1-MW tidal turbines” p.18
So far, the assumptions stated by these cited studies are dependent on an Earth System
that either shows no response to the energy extraction or with such negligible eﬀects
as to only require a detailed assessment when the human energy demand increases
substantially from today.
There is another perspective worth considering. Schneider & Dennett (1975) stated
how ”...no energy producing system can be considered completely free of climatic side
eﬀects if it alters natural energy ﬂow patterns” p.70. Renewable technologies are specif-
ically designed to extract the most energy per unit time (e.g. windy areas for wind
turbines, sunny areas for photovoltaics). Ideally, these technologies are then installed
in these optimum conditions, making the electricity they produce as cost-competitive
as possible. Combined, this scenario suggests how renewable technologies are designed
to extract energy at the maximum rate and are then deployed to locations when they
can achieve their maximum energy extraction eﬃciencies. All this happens without
a climatic consequence? Framed within the context where, for example, wind power
accounted for 0.2% (0.034 TWe) of the 17 TW global human energy demand in 2008
(Arvizu et al. 2011), it seems possible that present-day installations of renewables have
simply not been up-scaled enough for the climatic consequences to be clearly discernible
on a regional or global scale?
Pursuing this logic further, basing the maximum extraction rates of renewables on
a combination of the present-day generation rates of Earth System processes and the
potential climatic consequences of these extraction rates, in Limits to wind power uti-
lization, Gustavson (1979) used a ’top-down’ approach to illustrate how one can esti-
mate how much wind energy can be fully utilized. Gustavson (1979) recognized that
this ’top-down’ approach draws ”...attention to some potentially grave environmental
consequences and avoids some diﬃculties and misunderstandings that can arise out of
generalizing from speciﬁc details,” p.13 such as using wind velocities to estimate large-
scale wind power and assuming all kinetic wind energy can be extracted. Considering
the generation rate rather the instantaneous kinetic energy of the atmosphere, Gus-
tavson (1979) estimated that of the 1300 TW of near-surface wind energy dissipated
globally (assuming 35% of the total), extracting 130 TW (10%) would reﬂect consider-
ation of the generation rate, maximum extraction rate, and the climatic consequences.
Gustavson (1979) went on to include some other profound statements:
”A distinction must be made between the amount of kinetic en-
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ergy in the wind and the rate at which energy can be continu-
ally extracted. This is essential not only as an antecedent to the con-
clusions reached herein [(instantaneous wind energy cannot be continually
extracted)], but also because of the confusion surrounding this topic [(wind
velocity is assumed to be directly related to extractable wind energy)]” p.14
and
”Aside from the practical factors and economic incentives [of large-scale
wind power installations], the only general limitation would appear to be
a reluctance to signiﬁcantly modify the earth’s climate. That is, if wind
energy extraction were pursued with enormous diligence, the level of energy
capture might be so large as to signiﬁcantly perturb the natural global
processes” p.14.
These conclusions are not well-known but are also similar to research by Williams et al.
(1977); Williams (1978); Weingart (1979) which also considered unavoidable climatic
impacts.
1.1 State of the Art Research Questions
Scientiﬁc understanding of the Earth System through the use of models and measure-
ment data has certainly increased in the last 30 years. Renewable technologies have
also drastically increased in physical size and eﬃciency. Still, the focus of Gustavson
(1979) on the generation rate providing the upper-bound to any estimate, dependent on
an atmospheric system that already appears to be maximized without any additional
disturbance or extraction (Paltridge 1978; Lorenz et al. 2001; Kleidon et al. 2006),
makes intuitive sense. This poses the immediate question:
(1) Why are the estimates for the maximum extraction rates so diﬀerent?
(2) Are there diﬀerent ways to estimate these maximum extraction rates with some
agreement in the estimates?
Gustavson (1979) also stated that there must be a direct climatic response to large-
scale wind energy extraction near the surface. This historical opinion is supported by
more recent wind modeling studies (Keith et al. 2004; Kirk-Davidoﬀ & Keith 2008;
Barrie & Kirk-Davidoﬀ 2009; Wang & Prinn 2010; Calaf et al. 2010; Wang & Prinn
2011; Baidya Roy 2011) and detailed measurements (Baidya Roy 2010) that also show
climatic consequences to wind energy extraction. With all of these studies tailored
to illustrate wind power extraction from promising geographic locations rather than
explore more general climate dynamics, another open question is:
(3) How would the global atmosphere respond to continental-scale near-surface wind
energy extraction?
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(4) Could the global generation rate of wind energy be altered with these large-scale
deployments?
Focusing on the generation rate of wind energy of ≈ 900 TW (Lorenz 1955), with
approximately half of this dissipated in the upper atmosphere, this draws immediate
question to the 1700 TW that is estimated as extractable from the jet streams (Archer
& Caldeira 2009). Noting that in Archer & Caldeira (2009), jet stream wind power
estimates were derived from reanalysis datasets using 12ρv
3 while climatic impacts were
derived from a general circulation model, it seems probable that there may be a confu-
sion here between the ﬂux of kinetic energy through a jet stream cross-section and the
energy that can be continually extracted from the jet streams. So, using a ’top-down’
approach to jet stream wind power:
(5) How does a ’top-down’ estimate of jet stream wind energy extractability diﬀer
from the previous estimate by Archer & Caldeira (2009) regarding power potential
and/or climatic impacts?
Presently, the focus of renewable technology scenarios based on wind power appears
to be the result of economic and the related Energy Return On Investment (EROI)
considerations (Murphy & Hall 2010; Kubiszewski 2010) rather than extracting the
most renewable energy possible over the global surface area. Simply, ≈ 175 000 TW of
incoming solar radiation is transformed into ≈ 45 000 TW of diﬀerential solar heating,
which is then transformed with a 2% conversion eﬃciency to ≈ 900 TW of wind energy
(Lorenz 1955, 1960). Thus:
(6) Would extracting solar energy (e.g. photovoltaic technology) result in more en-
ergy per unit surface area compared to its indirect form, wind energy?
(7) Assuming an equivalent energy extraction rate from the Earth System from either
photovoltaics or wind energy, how are the climatic impacts diﬀerent?
10
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1.2 Thesis outline
This thesis consists of 3 chapters written in the form of journal articles and as such,
can be read individually. Each contains its own speciﬁc introduction, methodologies,
and conclusions. In Chapter 2, we estimate the near-surface wind energy extractability
over the global land surface and the associated climatic consequences. This chapter
has been published in Earth System Dynamics1. In Chapter 3, we analyze the jet
streams as a potential renewable energy resource. This chapter has been published in
open discussion in Earth System Dynamics Discussions2. In Chapter 4, we analyze
the renewable power potential and associated climatic eﬀects of very large-scale near-
surface wind energy extraction and photovoltaic-based energy extraction as a framework
to determine if the current global energy demand of 17 TW can be satisﬁed with either
technology. A summary of these ﬁndings is included in Chapter 5, and concludes with
several short- and long-term research opportunities that are currently outstanding.
1Miller L M, Gans F, Kleidon A, Estimating maximum global land surface wind power extractability
and associated climatic consequences. Earth Syst. Dynam. 2 1-12, 2011
2Miller L M, Gans F, Kleidon A, Jet stream wind power as a renewable energy resource: little power,
big impacts. Earth Syst. Dynam. Discuss. 2, 435-465, 2011
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Chapter 2
Estimating maximum global land surface
wind power extractability and associated
climatic consequences
The availability of wind power for renewable energy extraction is ultimately
limited by how much kinetic energy is generated by natural processes within
the Earth system and by fundamental limits of how much of the wind power
can be extracted. Here we use these considerations to provide a maximum
estimate of wind power availability over land. We use several diﬀerent
methods. First, we outline the processes associated with wind power gen-
eration and extraction with a simple power transfer hierarchy based on the
assumption that available wind power will not geographically vary with
increased extraction for an estimate of 68 TW. Second, we set up a simple
momentum balance model to estimate maximum extractability which we
then apply to reanalysis climate data, yielding an estimate of 21 TW. Third,
we perform general circulation model simulations in which we extract diﬀer-
ent amounts of momentum from the atmospheric boundary layer to obtain
a maximum estimate of how much power can be extracted, yielding 18-34
TW. These three methods consistently yield maximum estimates in the
range of 18-68 TW and are notably less than recent estimates that claim
abundant wind power availability. Furthermore, we show with the gen-
eral circulation model simulations that some climatic eﬀects at maximum
wind power extraction are similar in magnitude to those associated with
a doubling of atmospheric CO2. We conclude that in order to understand
fundamental limits to renewable energy resources, as well as the impacts of
their utilization, it is imperative to use a ’top-down’ thermodynamic Earth
system perspective, rather than the more common ’bottom-up’ engineering
approach.
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2.1 Introduction
Several recent studies (Archer & Jacobson 2005; Santa-Maria & Jacobson 2009; Lu et al.
2009; Jacobson & Archer 2010a) propose that wind power can easily meet the current
global human energy demand while also having negligible impacts on the Earth system.
Archer & Jacobson (2005) quantiﬁed 72 TW of wind power extraction potential over
land utilizing only 13% of the most windy land areas. Lu et al. (2009) increased this
land-based quantiﬁcation to 125 TW using an increased land area, larger wind turbines,
and additional wind velocity measurements. Even more recently, Jacobson & Archer
(2010a) stated that should 11.5 TW of wind turbine derived electricity sustain global
power demand, ”...[the required wind turbine] power extraction at 100m amounts to
< 1% (11.5 TW/1700 TW) of the world’s available wind power at 100m.”
All of the above-mentioned studies neglect energy conservation, nearly imperceptible
at smaller scales but critical when quantifying wind power potential at regional to global
scales, as recently shown by Gans et al. (2010). The methodologies for calculating
extractable wind power employed by these studies (Jacobson & Masters 2001; Archer
& Jacobson 2003, 2005; Archer & Caldeira 2009; Santa-Maria & Jacobson 2009; Lu et
al. 2009; Jacobson & Delucchi 2010) also diﬀer signiﬁcantly with those of Keith et al.
(2004) and Wang & Prinn (2010) and should not be confused.
Combining wind turbine characteristics and wind velocity measurements is critical
when estimating the potential electricity output of a proposed wind farm but the engi-
neering focused ’bottom-up’ methodology does not allow the quantiﬁcation of changes
to global wind power availability or climatic impacts directly resulting from wind power
extraction. Previous very large-scale estimates, such as those utilizing large expanses
of land (e.g. Archer & Jacobson (2005)) or the global atmospheric boundary layer
(e.g. Santa-Maria & Jacobson (2009)) for wind energy extraction cannot use the same
methodology as small wind farm developments without resulting in overestimations.
Kinetic wind energy, and thereby extractable wind power, is not inﬁnite.
Here, we constrain our estimates by the total rate of kinetic wind energy generated
in the Earth system (Lorenz 1955; Gustavson 1979; Kleidon 2010). We use a simple
back-of-the-envelope estimate to illustrate the natural Earth system process hierarchy
that could result in wind power extractability from the atmospheric boundary layer.
This process-based understanding is then extended with 2 diﬀerent methods of increas-
ing complexity, both based on fundamental limits of kinetic energy generation and
extractability. From these diﬀering methods, we can estimate a range of wind power
extractability potentials over all non-glaciated land surfaces. These estimates therefore
represent a realistic range of the maximum wind power potential that cannot be ex-
ceeded by improving wind turbine technologies (e.g. increasing their height or blade
length, capacity factor, between-turbine spacing) or wind velocity mapping methods
while maintaining energy conservation. Inevitably, this removal of wind power from the
14
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Earth system must result in climatic impacts, shown here to be linearly proportional
to the amount of wind power extraction.
2.2 Estimation of wind power availability over land
2.2.1 Framework
Approximately 900 TW of kinetic wind energy is currently generated and dissipated
in the global atmosphere (Lorenz 1955) — this is based on theory and supporting ob-
servations (Peixoto & Oort 1992). Thermodynamic derivations show that this rate of
wind power generation is the maximum rate achievable by the Earth System given
present-day radiative forcing gradients, demonstrated by simple theoretical consider-
ations (Lorenz 1960), box models (Paltridge 1978; Lorenz et al. 2001; Kleidon 2010),
and general circulation models (Kleidon et al. 2003, 2006). Of the total wind power
in the atmosphere, physics-based considerations fundamentally restrict the extraction
potential of turbines to a decreased percentage of the initial ﬂow (Lanchester 1915;
Betz 1920). Using these ingredients, we derive 3 diﬀerent estimates of wind power
availability.
2.2.2 How to conceptualize the process hierarchy - a back-of-the-envelope
estimate
A conceptualization of the interacting processes that could result in wind power ex-
tractability in the atmospheric boundary layer is shown in Fig. 2.1 and brieﬂy outlined
as follows:
1. 175,000 TW ≈ incoming solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere
2. 45,000 TW ≈ 25% of incoming solar radiation, diﬀerential solar heating results
in atmospheric pressure diﬀerences which sets the air into motion, a process that
is currently operating at its maximum rate of conversion (Lorenz 1960)
3. 900 TW ≈ 2% of diﬀerential solar heating, total wind power generation rate in
the global atmosphere (Lorenz 1955) is the upper limit available for wind power
extraction (Gustavson 1979)
4. 450 TW ≈ 50% of total generated wind power is dissipated in the atmospheric
boundary layer (Peixoto & Oort 1992)
5. 112 TW ≈ 25% of the global land surface is non-glaciated land so assuming
dissipated kinetic energy is equally distributed globally, this percentage of kinetic
wind energy is most accessible for extraction
15
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6. 68 TW ≈ 60% at most of the wind power extraction rate can be converted to
mechanical power (Lanchester 1915; Betz 1920)
Figure 2.1: The conversion processes between incoming solar radiation and extractable
wind power over the land in the Earth system is shown. In this simpliﬁed framework,
assuming a 100% conversion eﬃciency from mechanical power to electrical power, a
maximum of 68 TW of electricity can be produced from wind power extraction from
the atmospheric boundary layer over all non-glaciated land surfaces.
Note that this process-based understanding is completely independent of wind ve-
locity measurements and wind turbine characteristics (e.g. hub-height, aerodynamic
eﬃciency, rotor diameter). The maximum land-based wind power extractability is not
dependent on current engineering or technological limitations, but is instead completely
dependent on wind power generation rates (Gustavson 1979) and the unavoidable com-
petition between wind power extraction and dissipation by natural processes such as
turbulence.
This estimate also includes numerous simpliﬁcations compared to the Earth system.
For example, it assumes that wind power can be extracted where kinetic wind energy
is dissipated. The introduction of large-scale wind turbines would certainly alter the
16
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global patterns of atmospheric boundary layer dissipation. It also does not consider the
contribution of momentum from higher-altitudes (Calaf et al. 2010) or the availability
of extractable kinetic energy that was generated over the oceans. Finally, there is
no feedback on the generation rate of kinetic wind energy resulting from wind power
extraction.
Given these stated assumptions, the back-of-the-envelope estimate is only applicable
as a ﬁrst-order approximation of the processes related to wind power extraction from
the atmospheric boundary layer. Its true beneﬁt lies in its transparency, making it
immediately apparent that much less than the generation rate of kinetic wind energy
in the Earth system is available for extraction, regardless of the technology, as well as
being based on very simple straightforward assumptions.
2.2.3 Simple momentum model with reanalysis wind data
A simple momentum balance model was developed to reﬁne the back-of-the-envelope
estimate of maximum wind power extractability. To establish the limit of maximum
extraction, we consider the momentum balance of the boundary layer in steady state
as:
d(mv)
dt
= Facc − Ffric −M = 0 (2.1)
where mv represents atmospheric momentum, Facc is the rate of momentum generation
by an acceleration force, Ffric = k · v2 is the frictional force resulting in boundary layer
turbulence with k being a friction coeﬃcient (kg ·m) and v being the mean 1958-2001
European Centre for Medium Range Forecasting (ECMWF) ERA-40 10-meter wind
velocity (0.7457 m/s), andM is the rate of momentum extraction by wind turbines. Facc
(1.1918 · 1014 N) is assumed to be constant, constrained by thermodynamic limits and
currently operating at the maximum rate achievable as discussed by thermodynamic
arguments (Paltridge 1978; Lorenz et al. 2001; Kleidon 2010) as well as climate model
simulations (Kleidon et al. 2003, 2006).
The mean wind ﬂow v is then given by:
v = ((Facc −M)/k)1/2 (2.2)
The wind power in the boundary layer Ptot is given by:
Ptot = Facc · v (2.3)
This power is partitioned into dissipation by natural boundary layer turbulence Dn and
power extraction Pext(M) by wind turbines:
Ptot = Dn + Pext(M) (2.4)
17
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The expressions for these terms are:
Dn = Ffric · v = k · v3 (2.5)
and
P (M) = M · v = M · ((Facc −M)/k)1/2 (2.6)
The maximum power extraction from the system is obtained by:
dPext
dM
= 0 (2.7)
yielding an optimum value of extracted momentum Mopti:
Mopti = 2/3 · Facc (2.8)
The associated maximum power extracted is:
Pext,max = 2 · (1/3)(3/2) · Ptot(M = 0) (2.9)
or about 38.5 % of the original wind power in the absence of extraction. Of the
extracted power, less than 60% of the wind power extracted from the atmospheric
system is eﬀectively converted to mechanical power while the rest of the extracted
wind power is dissipated as wake turbulence (Lanchester 1915; Betz 1920; Garrett &
Cummins 2007). We now use this estimated maximum eﬃciency of extraction and
combine it with the wind power in the boundary layer as estimated from the ECMWF
ERA-40 reanalysis climate data (ECMWF 2004). We use the u- and v-surface wind
stress and 10-meter u- and v-wind velocity components to estimate natural dissipation
D in the atmospheric boundary layer:
D = τ · v (2.10)
where τ is the wind stress and v is the wind velocity. We ﬁnd that for the period
1958-2001, a mean of 513 TW of wind energy is dissipated globally in the atmospheric
boundary layer, most of which is dissipated over the southern ocean (Fig. 2.2). Of
these 513 TW, 89 TW are dissipated over non-glaciated land surfaces that would be
most easily accessible for wind turbine installations.
Using the simple momentum balance model and the estimated land-based dissipation
of the ECMWF ERA-40 data results in a maximum extraction rate of 34 TW from the
initial 89 TW of dissipation. Based on previously mentioned unavoidable ineﬃciencies
(Lanchester 1915; Betz 1920; Garrett & Cummins 2007) and a 100% conversion eﬃ-
ciency from mechanical to electrical power, a maximum of 21 TW of electricity can
be produced (Fig. 2.3). The simple momentum balance model also extends the back-
of-the-envelope estimate by showing how an overall increase in momentum removal
(natural drag + human extraction) corresponds to a decrease in boundary layer dis-
sipation, with increased momentum removal beyond the maximum power extraction
corresponding to a decrease in extracted power due to the reduced wind velocities.
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Figure 2.2: Distribution of estimated boundary layer wind dissipation a) globally and
b) over non-glaciated land as a proxy for wind power extractability from ECMWF
ERA-40 reanalysis data.
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Figure 2.3: The relationship between an increased frictional coeﬃcient (κ) to changes
in wind dissipation over land (black line), extracted wind power (dashed red), and
mechanical power that drives the wind turbine (solid red) is shown for the simple
momentum balance model. For reference, the dashed blue horizontal line shows the
estimated 17 TW of global energy demand in 2009 (EIA 2011) and the dashed orange
horizontal line indicates the estimated 0.03 TW of global electricity production by wind
turbines in 2008 (World Wind Energy Association 2008).
2.2.4 Climate model simulations
In the third method, we use a global climate model of intermediate complexity (Fraedrich
et al. 2005; Lunkeit et al. 2007) and a methodology similar to the one used by Keith et
al. (2004) to implement the eﬀects of wind turbines. The climate model consists of a
low-resolution atmospheric general circulation model, a mixed-layer ocean model with
prescribed ocean heat transport, interactive sea-ice model, a simple land surface model,
and prescribed ice sheets. To quantify the variations resulting from model resolution,
4 diﬀerent model conﬁgurations were utilized: T21 spectral resolution (5.6◦ longitude
by 5.6◦ latitude) and ten atmospheric levels, T21 spectral resolution with twenty at-
mospheric levels, T42 spectral resolution (2.8◦ longitude by 2.8◦ latitude) with ten
atmospheric levels, and T42 spectral resolution with twenty atmospheric levels.
Boundary layer dissipation in the lowest model layer is parameterized by the com-
monly used surface drag parameterization of the form:
Fdrag = ρ(Cn|vl|+ Cext|vl|) · vl (2.11)
where ρ is the air density, Cn is the volumetric drag coeﬃcient for natural turbulence
(which depends on surface roughness and atmospheric stability among other factors), vl
is the wind velocity, and Cext is the additional volumetric drag coeﬃcient to simulate
momentum extraction by wind turbines. This model’s reference manual provides a
more detailed explanation of the drag parameterization (Lunkeit et al. 2007).
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Natural dissipation by boundary layer turbulence D is given by
D = ρCnv
3
l (2.12)
while the extracted power by wind turbines is given by:
Pext = ρCextv
3
l (2.13)
A range of model simulations was conducted for diﬀerent values of Cext. The simu-
lation with Cext = 0.0 represents the natural case in the absence of power extraction
by wind turbines and is referred to as our control simulation. In total, 13 simulations
were completed with diﬀerent values of Cext = [0.0 : 1.0] for each of the 4 model conﬁg-
urations. All simulations were conducted for 30 simulated years with the ﬁrst 10 years
discarded from the analysis to exclude spin-up eﬀects. As large drag coeﬃcients (e.g.
Cext = 1.0) greatly increase the atmospheric boundary layer depth, the lowest model
layer inﬂuenced by Fdrag is referred to as the control-region atmospheric boundary layer
and is the only vertical level available for potential wind power extraction.
To compare the control simulations of the general circulation model and the estimated
atmospheric boundary layer dissipation of the ECMWF ERA-40 reanalysis data, the
mean values of each grid cell value in the boundary layer dataset were compared. As
shown in Table 1, the T42 simulations correspond to the ECMWF ERA-40 reanalysis
data more closely than the T21 simulations. This general interpretation is further
reinforced by comparing the histograms as shown in Figure 2.4. Note the absence of
mean dissipation values > 3W/m2 in the T21 simulation (Fig. 2.4a) but the presence
of these values in the T42 simulation (Fig. 2.4b). Although the T42 simulation land
dissipation is larger than the ECMWF ERA-40 reanalysis data, the general agreement
between the statistics (Table 1) and histograms (Fig. 2.4b) indicates that the T42
model resolution and ERA-40 based estimate from the previous section are similar,
providing scientiﬁc validity with both resulting estimates. Their relative discrepancy
from the T21 simulations can in part be attributed to that model paramertization’s
poor representation of topography due to less spatial resolution.
The sensitivity of wind power extraction over land is shown in Fig. 2.5. It is very
similar to the simple estimate of Fig. 2.3. Diﬀerent general circulation model conﬁgu-
rations result in diﬀerent estimates. For the T21 simulations with 10 vertical layers, we
ﬁnd a maximum of ≈ 18 TW of mechanical power over all non-glaciated land surfaces
in the boundary layer in comparison to the 71 TW of boundary layer dissipation in the
control simulation. For the T42 simulations with 10 vertical layers, we ﬁnd a maximum
of ≈ 34 TW of mechanical power over all non-glaciated land surfaces in the bound-
ary layer in comparison to the 125 TW of boundary layer dissipation in the control
simulation.
Although the estimated ECMWF ERA-40 dissipation values and the T42 simulations
were previously shown to be similar, only the non-glaciated land dissipation (89 TW)
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Figure 2.4: Global mean dissipation values for a) ERA-40 and a T21 10-vertical layer
simulation and b) ERA-40 and T42 10-vertical layer simulation.
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data global land mean median σ count
ERA-40 513 89 1.06 0.77 0.82 10512
T21,10 352 71 0.76 0.61 0.54 2048
T21,20 352 71 0.76 0.60 0.55 2048
T42,10 497 125 1.09 0.80 0.90 8192
T42,20 496 126 1.09 0.80 0.91 8192
Table 2.1: Mean data values for ECMWF ERA-40 reanalysis data (1958-2001), T21
spectral resolution with 10 and 20 vertical layers (20 year mean), and T42 spectral
resolution and 10 vertical layers and 20 vertical (20 year mean) is shown. The corre-
sponding units are: global = global atmospheric boundary layer dissipation in terawatts
(TW), land = non-glaciated land atmospheric boundary layer dissipation in terawatts
(TW), mean = mean of all data values in W/m2, median = median of all data values
in W/m2, σ = standard deviation of all data values, and count = number of input data
values.
was used in the simple momentum balance model. As such, we would expect the
exchange of momentum between land and ocean that is present in the general circulation
model but absent in the simple momentum balance model to result in a higher maximum
extractable power for the T42 simulations which did occur. The variation of initial
dissipation rates between the general circulation model simulations and the ERA-40
estimate may also explain the range of extracted mechanical power estimates. For
comparison purposes, the mean dissipation for control conditions with a T42 spectral
resolution and 10 vertical layers is shown in (Fig. 2.6).
2.3 Climatic Impacts from Wind Power Extraction
Global atmospheric motion will be aﬀected by the extraction of momentum by large-
scale wind turbine development. It has been previously suggested that the global
human energy demand (17 TW in 2009 (EIA 2011)) could be easily accounted for
by large-scale wind power development (Archer & Jacobson 2005; Archer & Caldeira
2009; Santa-Maria & Jacobson 2009; Lu et al. 2009). In stark contrast, our estimates
suggest that 17 TW of wind power derived electricity would represent ≈ 50-95% of the
maximum land-based wind power possible with signiﬁcant climate eﬀects.
We use the climate model simulations of section 2.3 to demonstrate these climate
eﬀects. The control simulation was initially compared to an identical control simulation
to estimate the variability within the climate model for the analyzed climatic variables
and as such, there was no need for error estimation within the 52 simulations. To
compare the magnitude of the climatic eﬀects, we perform an additional model simula-
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Figure 2.5: In a) sensitivity analysis between an increased drag coeﬃcient (Cext) over
all non-glaciated land surfaces and the corresponding impacts to atmospheric boundary
layer wind dissipation over land, extracted wind power (additional turbulence + power
extraction), and mechanical wind power for the T42 (open circles) and T21 (closed
circles) simulations with 10 vertical layers. Control-region corresponds to the volu-
metric region of the atmosphere in the control simulation, as increased drag coeﬃcients
eventually result in a new vertical compartmentalization of atmospheric boundary layer
and free atmosphere dissipation. For reference, the dashed blue horizontal line shows
the estimated 17 TW of global energy demand in 2009 (EIA 2011) and the dashed
orange horizontal line indicates the estimated 0.03 TW of global electricity production
by wind turbines in 2008 (World Wind Energy Association 2008). In b), the same sen-
sitivity analysis is shown but illustrating changes to the global atmospheric dissipation,
control-region free atmosphere dissipation, control-region global atmospheric boundary
layer dissipation, and control-region atmospheric boundary layer dissipation over land.
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Figure 2.6: Distribution of boundary layer wind dissipation a) globally and b) over
non-glaciated land as a proxy for wind power extractability simulated by a general
circulation mode at T42 resolution and 10 vertical layers.
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tion using an identical control setup with a doubled atmospheric CO2 concentration of
720ppm. Area-weighted mean land values only changed slightly at the maximum wind
power extraction (Cext = 0.01) and the sensitivity to a doubled CO2 concentration
shows a typical magnitude of change (CO2 = 720ppm) as shown in Table 2. This is to
be expected since the primary cause for the expected climatic changes from wind power
extraction (the decrease in atmospheric mixing and transport) are much less directly
linked to surface temperature change than direct changes in radiative forcing due to
elevated CO2 concentrations.
Table 2.2: The area-weighted mean climatic variables of all non-glaciated land points
for the control simulation (Cext = 0.00 and CO2=360ppm), Cext = 0.01 for maximum
wind power extraction, and an atmospheric CO2 = 720ppm simulation are shown. The
associated climatic variables have the following units: temperature in ◦C, heat ﬂux
(latent + sensible) in W/m2, precipitation in mm/day, and surface thermal radiation
in W/m2.
resol. Cext 2m air temp heat ﬂux precip. surf rad.
T21,10 0.00 16.50 97.93 3.06 77.70
T21,20 0.00 16.49 98.17 3.08 77.16
T21,10 0.01 16.93 96.96 2.99 79.13
T21,20 0.01 16.92 97.20 3.02 78.69
T42,10 0.00 13.95 70.46 1.63 76.46
T42,20 0.00 13.97 70.55 1.66 76.21
T42,10 0.01 14.32 70.45 1.63 77.77
T42,20 0.01 14.32 70.52 1.65 77.66
resol. CO2 2m air temp heat ﬂux precip. surf rad.
T21,10 360 16.50 97.93 3.06 77.70
T21,20 360 16.49 98.17 3.08 77.16
T21,10 720 20.39 105.06 3.20 72.66
T21,20 720 20.35 104.63 3.20 73.58
T42,10 360 13.95 70.46 1.63 76.46
T42,20 360 13.97 70.55 1.66 76.21
T42,10 720 15.63 95.27 2.79 78.98
T42,20 720 15.66 95.63 2.78 78.59
To identify resulting climatic impacts, we take the area-weighted mean of the absolute
value diﬀerences for monthly climatological means for 20 simulation years for all non-
glaciated land grid points as:
∑1
n |xsimulation − xcontrol|, where x is the climatic variable
under consideration. Values reﬂect the climatic impacts resulting from the decrease
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in atmospheric boundary layer dissipation over land, at the maximum wind power
extraction by 24.7% in the T21, 10 vertical level simulation and 33.8% in the T42, 10
vertical level simulation (Fig. 2.5). Absolute diﬀerences do not identify if a land point
is warmer or wetter than the control simulation, but rather focus on how monthly
climatic variables diﬀer. Figure 2.7 shows the linear sensitivity response of 2-meter
air temperature, heat ﬂuxes, precipitation, and surface thermal radiation to increases
in momentum extraction and associated decrease in the control-region atmospheric
boundary layer dissipation over land. Previous studies have shown changes in climatic
variables with wind power extraction (Keith et al. 2004; Roy & Pacala 2004; Kirk-
Davidoﬀ & Keith 2008; Barrie & Kirk-Davidoﬀ 2009; Wang & Prinn 2010) but this
study directly relates changes in boundary layer dissipation to absolute diﬀerences in
climate.
As shown in Fig. 2.7, the magnitude change of heat ﬂux and precipitation for the
maximum wind power extraction simulations are similar in value to the 720 ppm CO2
simulations. Maximum wind power extraction over non-glaciated land (Fig. 2.8) also
results in changes in 2-meter air temperature, convective precipitation rates, and in-
coming solar radiation at the surface as shown in Fig. 2.9. These climatic impacts
are the result of increased turbulence and entrainment of higher-altitude air from the
simulated wind turbines. This higher-altitude air has a higher potential temperature
and when mixed with the air near the surface, results in a temperature increase. The
increased turbulent mixing of the atmosphere from large-scale wind power extraction
is also associated with changes in convective precipitation and solar radiation at the
surface. These climatic impact dynamics are similar to those previously illustrated by
Kirk-Davidoﬀ & Keith (2008).
2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Limitations
Our results show how the generation rate of kinetic wind energy in the atmosphere
and thermodynamic constraints of power extraction ultimately limit wind power ex-
tractability. This is consistent with previous supporting research that states at the
large scale:
1. conversion eﬃciencies from incoming solar radiation to atmospheric motion are
currently maximized to present-day radiative forcing (Lorenz 1960; Paltridge
1978)
2. the maximized conversion rate suggests ≈ 900 TW of atmospheric kinetic energy
is generated and dissipated in the Earth system (Peixoto & Oort 1992; Kleidon
2010)
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3. Earth’s kinetic wind energy generation rate is the unattainable upper-bound for
any kinetic wind energy extraction technology (Gustavson 1979)
4. perturbations to the system will decrease the conversion eﬃciency from solar ra-
diation to atmospheric motion (Lucarini et al. 2010; Herna´ndez-Deckers & von
Storch 2010), with wind turbines being one example of an atmospheric perturba-
tion
5. large-scale wind power extraction will result in climatic impacts (Keith et al.
2004; Roy & Pacala 2004; Kirk-Davidoﬀ & Keith 2008; Barrie & Kirk-Davidoﬀ
2009; Wang & Prinn 2010; Kirk-Davidoﬀ 2010)
Points 1-3 are reproduced in our simple back-of-the-envelope estimate, a simple mo-
mentum balance model, and a range of model resolutions with a general circulation
model of intermediate complexity. Taken together, our estimates range from 18-68 TW
and are signiﬁcantly less than the ≈ 900 TW of initially generated kinetic wind energy.
Our simple momentum balance model and general circulation model simulations also
reinforce points 4 and 5.
In the general circulation model sensitivities with wind power extraction, we did ﬁnd
that model resolution aﬀects the estimates. At a resolution of T21 and 10 vertical levels,
a maximum of 2.1% (18 TW) of the control simulation total atmospheric dissipation rate
of 838 TW can be extracted as mechanical power from the control-region atmospheric
boundary layer. Similarly, with sensitivity simulations at a resolution of T42 and 20
vertical levels, a maximum of 3.2% (34 TW) of the control simulation total atmospheric
dissipation rate of 1064 TW can be extracted as mechanical power from the control-
region atmospheric boundary layer. Diﬀerent model conﬁgurations do result in diﬀerent
dissipation rates. Assuming climatic steady-state, this diﬀerence in the dissipation rate
also shows a diﬀerence in the modeled generation rate. Still, by relating the total
atmospheric dissipation rate to extractable mechanical power, these estimates only vary
by ≈ 1%. A diﬀerent general circulation model will certainly result in slightly diﬀerent
estimates, yet there is no obvious reason why other models should yield substantially
diﬀerent estimates in both maximized power extraction and the associated climatic
consequences.
2.4.2 Implications
Given the variety of methodologies, we are conﬁdent that our estimates (18-68 TW) in-
clude the necessary complexity and processes to approximate the maximum extractable
wind power over land within an order of magnitude. Adding additional complexity
and/or processes may help to reﬁne these estimates but will not drastically alter them.
Nevertheless, this range of ’top-down’ estimates is up to ≈ 100-times less than the com-
mon ’bottom-up’ engineering approach (Jacobson & Masters 2001; Archer & Jacobson
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2003, 2005, 2007; Archer & Caldeira 2009; Lu et al. 2009; Santa-Maria & Jacobson
2009; Jacobson & Archer 2010a,b,c; Jacobson & Delucchi 2010).
This alternative ’bottom-up’ engineering approach can be described as follows: using
an extrapolated wind velocity to wind turbine hub height, a wind turbine power curve,
air density, a modeled / measured / reanalysis-based wind velocity, a prescribed wind
turbine density, and a geographic spatial area (e.g. land-only, land + nearshore, global),
this approach attempts to estimate the extractable wind power. Note that in this
approach, wind power is never removed from the global atmospheric system, leaving
the global mean wind ﬁeld and the wind ﬁeld outside the wind turbine wake completely
unaﬀected.
This also suggests why more recent estimates continue to increase, as the ’bottom-up’
approach considers increased wind turbine height, rotor diameter, and aerodynamic ef-
ﬁciency to mimic engineering advancements (e.g. Archer & Jacobson (2003, 2005) use
80-meter hub height, Jacobson & Delucchi (2010) use a 100-meter hub height). Fol-
lowing such an approach, on p. 816 of Santa-Maria & Jacobson (2009), they state
that ”...should wind supply the world’s energy needs [12 TW], this parameterization
estimates energy loss in the lowest 1km of the atmosphere to be ≈ 0.007%.” A simple
translation of this statement suggests > 170,000 TW of wind derived electricity is con-
tinually available for extraction in the atmospheric boundary layer region. Similarly,
using the same method but diﬀerent assumptions, in Table 3 of Jacobson & Delucchi
(2010), they estimate global extractable wind power at 100-meters = 1,700 TW. This
’bottom-up’ approach is also being used for estimating high-altitude wind power ex-
tractability, where on p. 307 of Archer & Caldeira (2009), they recently stated that
”...total wind energy in the jet streams is roughly 100 times the global energy demand,”
assumed here to suggest an additional ≈ 1,200-1,700 TW is available at higher altitudes,
should the technology be developed and deployed eﬀectively. As shown, the ’bottom-
up’ approach can exceed the ≈ 900 TW simply by adding additional or larger wind
turbines, thereby neglecting the current generation rate of kinetic wind energy in the
total atmosphere (Peixoto & Oort 1992) and exceeding the unattainable upper-limit
for wind power extractability (Gustavson 1979).
Bergmann (2010) clearly identiﬁed this problem with the ’bottom-up’ approach used
by Santa-Maria & Jacobson (2009) and Jacobson & Archer (2010a) - it does not dis-
tinguish between the total instantaneous energy content of the atmosphere and the
generation rate of energy into the atmospheric system. This is primarily based on the
’bottom-up’ understanding of an atmosphere with wind turbines, where in response
to Bergmann (2010), Jacobson & Archer (2010c) stated, ”Energy loss occurs in the
[wind turbine] wake, but not outside the [wind turbine] wake.” Jacobson & Archer
(2010a) further explain their approach when they state that, ”...in the real atmosphere
in the presence of wind turbines, Facc [generation rate of kinetic wind energy in the
atmosphere] would increase by the rate of momentum extraction by wind turbines.”
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As previously also identiﬁed by Bergmann (2010), this is a perpetual motion machine.
For a single wind turbine, the eﬀect of energy removal from the total atmosphere is
not relevant. With multiple turbines, the inﬂuence of the wind ﬁeld on nearby and
distant wind turbines begins to be relevant. Finally, when one strives to estimate the
maximum extractable wind power from the atmospheric boundary layer over the global
non-glaciated land surface, the limited generation rate becomes critically important
(Gans et al. 2010). Furthermore, the feedback of such a large perturbation to the
atmosphere and its eﬀect of decreasing the atmospheric generation rate also directly
inﬂuences the estimates.
Our results show why the ’top-down’ approach must be utilized when estimating
wind power at a large-scale - the generation rate of kinetic wind energy into the atmo-
spheric system is critical. As such, wind power is a renewable but ﬁnite resource with
associated fundamental limits to extraction (Gustavson 1979). Utilizing wind power
is also accompanied by unavoidable climatic consequences (Kirk-Davidoﬀ 2010). This
study renews and reinforces these facts while constraining future large-scale wind power
extractability estimates to realizable bounds.
2.5 Conclusion
We estimate that between 18-68 TW of mechanical wind power can be extracted from
the atmospheric boundary layer over all non-glaciated land surfaces. Although wind
power extraction from a single turbine has little eﬀect on the global atmosphere, many
more will inﬂuence atmospheric ﬂow and reduce the large-scale extraction eﬃciency.
Any extraction of momentum must also compete with the natural process of wind power
dissipation by boundary layer turbulence.
Our study focuses on the rate of wind power generation in the climate system rather
than previous near-surface estimates that focused on measured wind velocities and
engineering limitations (e.g. Archer & Jacobson, 2005; Lu et al., 2009; Santa Maria
& Jacobson, 2009). This consideration results in our estimate being signiﬁcantly less
than previous studies while also being independent of wind turbine size or layout.
Given that only 0.03 TW of wind-derived electricity was produced in 2008 (World
Wind Energy Association 2008), there is still substantial wind power development
possible with relatively minor climatic impacts. However, future plans for large-scale
wind power development must recognize the ﬁnite potential of the Earth system to
generate kinetic wind energy. It has also been suggested that with increased carbon
dioxide concentrations, the total atmospheric dissipation rate, and therefore its kinetic
energy generation rate, will decrease (Lucarini et al. 2010; Herna´ndez-Deckers & von
Storch 2010). Future plans must accept that the human appropriation of wind power
must be accompanied by a climatic eﬀect and with large-scale deployment, will be
associated with a decrease in the total atmospheric kinetic energy generation rate.
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Our estimation methods are certainly extreme, but they nevertheless provide critical
understanding of the limits of wind power in the climate system and how it can serve
human energy requirements. Faced with the present-day global energy demand of 17
TW and a predicted change to 16-120 TW by 2100 (EIA 2011; IPCC 2007), extreme
calculations such as this will provide the maximum power potentials and possible cli-
matic eﬀects of diﬀerent forms of renewable energy sources planned to fulﬁll future
human energy requirements. This in turn helps to prioritize which renewable energy
resources are likely to be successful in meeting the future global human energy demand.
More complex modeling studies can help reﬁne our estimates and climatic impacts, but
the presence of a maximum in wind power extractability and the associated climatic
consequences from this extraction are fundamental.
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Figure 2.7: A simulated sensitivity analysis showing absolute diﬀerences in climatic vari-
ables over all non-glaciated land for a) 2-meter air temperature, b) sensible + latent
heat ﬂux, c) precipitation, and d) surface thermal radiation, resulting from increasing
land-based wind power extraction compared to the respective model conﬁguration con-
trol simulation. For comparison, simulations with an atmospheric CO2 concentration
of 720ppm are shown for a T21 simulation with 10 vertical levels (horizontal solid black
line) and a T42 simulation with 10 vertical levels (horizontal dashed black line). For
reference, the maximum wind power extraction (vertical red lines) and estimated 0.03
TW of electricity production in 2008 (World Wind Energy Association 2008) from the
general circulation model conﬁgurations (vertical orange lines) is also shown. The cli-
matic diﬀerences are shown in relation to the decrease in control-region atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL) land dissipation estimated by the respective model conﬁguration.
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Figure 2.8: The maximum wind power extraction at T42 resolution and 10 vertical
levels for a total extraction of 34 TW of mechanical power. Each non-glaciated land
grid point has been parameterized with an additional drag coeﬃcient (Cext = 0.01).
Note the inﬂuence of the large-scale circulation on large-scale extractable wind power,
also noted in Barrie & Kirk-Davidoﬀ (2009).
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Figure 2.9: The climatic consequences of large-scale wind power extraction is shown
at T42 resolution with 20 vertical levels as a diﬀerence between the mean maximum
extraction and mean control simulations for a) 2-meter air temperature, b) convective
precipitation, and c) surface solar radiation.
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Jet stream wind power as a renewable
energy resource: little power, big impacts
Jet streams are regions of sustained high wind speeds in the upper atmo-
sphere and are seen by some as a substantial renewable energy resource.
However, jet streams are nearly geostrophic ﬂow, that is, they result from
the balance between the pressure gradient and Coriolis force in the near ab-
sence of friction. Therefore, jet stream motion is associated with very small
generation rates of kinetic energy to maintain the high wind velocities, and
it is this generation rate that will ultimately limit the potential use of jet
streams as a renewable energy resource. Here we estimate the maximum
limit of jet stream wind power by considering extraction of kinetic energy
as a term in the free energy balance of kinetic energy that describes the
generation, depletion, and extraction of kinetic energy. We use this balance
as the basis to quantify the maximum limit of how much kinetic energy can
be extracted sustainably from the jet streams of the global atmosphere as
well as the potential climatic impacts of its use. We ﬁrst use a simple
thought experiment of geostrophic ﬂow to demonstrate why the high wind
velocities of the jet streams are not associated with a high potential for
renewable energy generation. We then use an atmospheric general circu-
lation model to estimate that the maximum sustainable extraction from
jet streams of the global atmosphere is about 7.5 TW. This estimate is
about 200-times less than previous estimates and is due to the fact that
the common expression for instantaneous wind power 12ρv
3 merely charac-
terizes the transport of kinetic energy by the ﬂow, but not the generation
rate of kinetic energy. We also ﬁnd that when maximum wind power is ex-
tracted from the jet streams, it results in signiﬁcant climatic impacts due
to a substantial increase of heat transport across the jet streams in the up-
per atmosphere. This results in upper atmospheric temperature diﬀerences
of > 20 ◦C, greater atmospheric stability, substantial reduction in synoptic
activity, and substantial diﬀerences in surface climate. We conclude that
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jet stream wind power does not have the potential to become a signiﬁcant
source of renewable energy.
3.1 Introduction
Energy options without carbon dioxide emissions and associated climatic impacts are
necessary to avoid the current predictions of global climate change (IPCC 2008). Re-
newable energy sources are seen as such options, in particular, the use of naturally
generated wind power of the atmosphere by wind turbines. Surface-based wind tur-
bine installations have proven themselves to be economically attractive examples of a
renewable energy technology with tremendous growth projected for the future (Amer-
ican Wind Energy Association 2007; United States Department of Energy 2008; EEA
2009; EWEA 2009). Yet wind power is not necessarily limited to the atmospheric
region near the surface. Strong winds in the upper atmosphere, concentrated into so-
called jet streams at 7-16 km altitude with velocities exceeding 50 knots (or about 25
m/s, American Meteorological Society (1999)), are seen by some as particularly rich
sources of renewable wind power (Roberts et al. 2007; Vance 2009; Archer & Caldeira
2009). Archer & Caldeira (2009) estimated the potential of jet stream wind power as
”...roughly 100 times the global energy demand”. If we take the present global energy
demand of 17 TW of 2010 (EIA 2010), then this estimate would imply that ≈ 1700 TW
of wind power can be sustainably extracted from jet streams. However, this estimate
is almost twice the value of the total wind power of ≈ 900 TW (Lorenz 1955; Li et al.
2007; Kleidon 2010) that is associated with all winds within the global atmosphere.
Here we resolve this contradiction between the energy that can maximally extracted
from the jet stream and the total power involved in generating all winds within the
atmosphere. We start from the free energy balance that describes motion in the jet
stream and accounts for the generation of kinetic energy, its dissipation, and the poten-
tial extraction of kinetic energy by wind turbines (see also Gans et al. (2010)). With
this approach, we provide a more realistic upper limit for high altitude wind power
that is consistent with atmospheric energetics. The contradiction originates from the
erroneous assumption that the high wind speeds of the jet streams result from a strong
power source. It is well known in meteorology that jet streams reﬂect quasi-geostrophic
ﬂow, that is, the high wind speeds result from the near absence of friction and not from
a strong power source. To demonstrate this quantitatively, we ﬁrst explore the physics
of jet streams, the power involved in maintaining the ﬂow, and how these aspects change
when kinetic energy is extracted from the ﬂow in the context of a thought experiment in
the following section. We then describe the implementation of a kinetic energy extrac-
tion scheme for jet stream ﬂow into an atmospheric general circulation model in section
3 as well as the setup of sensitivity simulations to various strengths of extraction. We
present the results of these sensitivity simulations in section 4 in terms of diﬀerences
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in velocity and dissipation rates, the limit on how much kinetic energy can maximally
be extracted, as well as the climatic impacts that would result from a maximum ex-
traction. In the discussion (section 5), we compare our results to previous studies. In
particular, we use the GCM simulations to elaborate further on the diﬀerence between
the transport of kinetic energy (which is often used as a proxy for instantaneous wind
power in the renewable energy literature) and the kinetic energy that can be extracted
from jet streams sustainably. We close with a brief summary and conclusion.
3.2 The jet stream as a simple thought experiment
3.2.1 Framework
To understand the relationship between wind speed and wind power in the jet stream,
extractable wind power, and climatic impacts, we use a simple model of the jet stream
based on basic physics (Peixoto & Oort 1992). The velocity of a jet stream v results
from a near-geostrophic balance in which the pressure gradient force F0 is balanced
by the Coriolis force Fc (Fig. 3.1). We represent the velocity v by its zonal, eastward
component u and its meridional, poleward component v. To describe the steady-state
of these two components, we consider the geostrophic balance, but also introduce a
drag term kv that characterizes friction and kinetic energy extraction by turbines, and
a depletion term γv of the pressure gradient by the zonal ﬂow of mass associated with
v:
du
dt
= fv − ku dv
dt
= −fu+ (F0 − γv)− kv (3.1)
where f is the Coriolis acceleration and we assumed that the pressure gradient acts in
zonal, poleward direction.
In the steady state, the analytical expressions for u and v are:
u =
f
f2 + k2 + kγ
· F0 v = k
f2 + k2 + kγ
· F0 (3.2)
The maintenance of this ﬂow is characterized by the free energy balance of generation,
dissipation, and extraction of kinetic free energy KE (Fig. 3.2):
dKE
dt
= G−Dn − Pex (3.3)
where G is the generation of kinetic energy, Dn is the natural dissipation by momentum
diﬀusion to regions adjacent to the jet stream, and Pex is the extraction of kinetic energy
by the wind turbines. The generation rate G is given by the power P associated with
the net force acting on the mean ﬂow, i.e.
G = P = Fnet · v = (F0 − γv)v = k · (f
2 + k2)
(f2 + k2 + kγ)2
· F 20 (3.4)
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Figure 3.1: The balance of forces that describe the velocity v = (u, v) of the jet stream in
a) the geostrophic balance (pressure gradient force F0, Coriolis force Fc, with Coriolis
parameter f), and b) the quasi-geostrophic balance that considers friction Ff and
removal of kinetic energy Fx (with Ff+Fx = kv) as well as the depletion of the pressure
gradient by the zonal ﬂow (0,−γv). When wind turbines extract kinetic energy from
the jet stream, then the balance is shifted further away from the geostrophic balance,
as indicated by the red arrows in (b).
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The free energy of the jet stream is dissipated at the edges of the jet where velocity
gradients deplete the momentum of the jet stream. We express this natural dissipation
rate by a typical drag-like parameterization, with a drag coeﬃcient kn and the square
of the wind speed:
Dn = kn(u
2 + v2) = kn · f
2 + k2
(f2 + k2 + kγ)2
· F 20 (3.5)
The extraction of kinetic energy by wind turbines is expressed equivalently by an ad-
ditional drag characterized by an additional parameter kex related to the number of
turbines and their characteristics:
Pex = kex(u
2 + v2) = kex · f
2 + k2
(f2 + k2 + kγ)2
· F 20 (3.6)
Hence, the value of k in the expressions above is the combination of the natural drag
kn as well as the drag from the wind turbines kex, i.e. k = kn + kex.
We now use the simple model to explore the relationship between the mean jet
stream velocity and the dynamics of generation and dissipation of this ﬂow. We ﬁrst
note that in geostrophic balance (with the absence of friction represented by k = 0),
the generation of KE as well as its dissipation is zero (G = Dn = 0), as is the zonal
ﬂow velocity v = 0. The mean ﬂow of the jets is given by u = F0/f , that is, we
have a non-zero wind speed, a large stock of kinetic energy, but no power is needed
to sustain its ﬂow. This energetic view of jet stream motion is highly relevant, as the
instantaneous wind power of the ﬂow, 12ρv
3, is often used in studies to calculate wind
power estimates. Since no power is involved in sustaining geostrophic ﬂow though, the
instantaneous wind power provides no indication of how much kinetic energy can be
extracted sustainably from the ﬂow!
As soon as we consider some drag in this balance, either by the natural dissipation
of momentum at the edges of the jet stream or by placing wind turbines into the ﬂow
(i.e. k > 0), then the balance is shifted away from a purely geostrophic balance (Fig.
3.1b). In this case, the ﬂow becomes dissipative as kinetic energy of the jet stream is
dissipated by the drag, G = D > 0 in steady state, and the ﬂow gains a meridional
component v > 0 that depletes the driving pressure gradient (Fig. 3.2). The extent to
which the gradient is depleted by the meridional component of the ﬂow is captured by
the parameter γ that we introduced in the equations above.
The parameter γ plays a pivotal role in limiting how much kinetic energy can max-
imally be extracted sustainably from the ﬂow. When turbines are placed into the jet
stream to extract kinetic energy to convert it further to electricity, the drag is neces-
sarily enhanced. This results in a shift in the balance of forces further away from the
geostrophic balance. Then, the generation rate G may actually increase as the angle
between the net force and the ﬂow decreases, but the extent to which this increase
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takes place depends on how fast the driving pressure gradient is depleted by the mass
transported by the zonal ﬂow.
3.2.2 Derive understanding and conclusions
We demonstrate this reasoning with the simple model (Fig. 3.3) using the parameter
values given in Appendix Table 1. Since the value of γ is highly uncertain, we use
diﬀerent values that span two orders of magnitude to evaluate its relevance. Note that
a higher value of γ implies a stronger depletion of the pressure gradient.
The ﬁrst plot (Fig. 3.3a) shows a decrease of the u component and an increase in
the v component with increasing values for the total drag, as would be expected by
considering the three terms of the near-geostrophic balance. After reaching a peak
value, the v component declines for high values of the drag due to the accelerated
depletion of the driving pressure gradient. The sensitivity of the decline in u to the
applied drag is greater and the peak in v is at a lower value with greater values of γ,
although the value of the drag at which the v component peaks is not aﬀected.
Fig. 3.3b shows the extracted kinetic energy as a function of the drag. The extracted
power Pex reaches a maximum at the value of the drag at which the v component is at
a maximum as well, although the value of the peak is strongly aﬀected by the value of
γ. Further note that the peak of extraction occurs at a drag at which the velocity is
still greater than zero, which implies that not only can all of the kinetic energy not be
captured but is also limited to a maximum extraction rate.
The common expression for instantaneous wind power 12ρ|v|3 is compared to the
actual rate of extraction Pex in Fig. 3.3c. What this shows is that there is no simple,
linear relationship between these two properties, so that the expression of instantaneous
wind power does not adequately capture the potential for wind power extraction.
Fig. 3.3d shows the decline of natural dissipation Dn with increased drag. The lines
essentially track the decline of velocity as shown in Fig. 3.3a.
To brieﬂy summarize the insights gained from the geostrophic balance, we note that
(i) instantaneous wind power 12ρ|v|3 provides no adequate estimate of sustainable ex-
traction rates of kinetic energy; (ii) the maximum rate of kinetic energy extraction is
constrained to less than the generation rate of kinetic energy; and (iii) the depletion
rate of the pressure gradient γ in the upper atmosphere is critical to estimate how much
kinetic energy can be at maximum extracted sustainably from jet stream ﬂow.
3.3 Methods: parameteriztion within a general circulation
model
In order to adequately estimate the maximum rate of wind power extraction from the
jet streams in the global atmosphere, we resort to a general circulation model of the
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atmosphere. Despite the possible limitations that such numerical models may have, this
tool is critical to estimating the upper bound as it explicitly simulates the generation
and dissipation of kinetic energy of jet streams in their atmospheric setting and it can
explicitly simulate the eﬀect that kinetic energy extraction from the jet streams has on
the overall atmospheric dynamics. That is, the eﬀect of the pressure gradient depletion
that was captured by γ in the simple model above is explicitly simulated.
In this study, we use PlaSim, an atmospheric general circulation model of interme-
diate complexity (Fraedrich et al. 2005; Lunkeit et al. 2007) to quantify wind power
extraction from the jet streams. We use this model with T42 spectral resolution, cor-
responding to a horizontal resolution of about 2.8 ◦ longitude by 2.8 ◦ latitude, ten
atmospheric layers, a mixed-layer ocean model with prescribed oceanic heat transport,
interactive sea-ice model, a simple land surface model, and prescribed ice sheets. Pre-
vious research shows that this model adequately captures the present-day climate and
key sensitivities (Fraedrich et al. 2005; Kleidon et al. 2006).
In the following, we ﬁrst describe brieﬂy how we extract kinetic energy from the jet
stream and then describe the setup of the sensitivity simulations.
3.3.1 Kinetic energy extraction
To simulate kinetic energy extraction, we apply an additional momentum ﬂux Jturbines
to the vertical diﬀusion scheme for momentum for those grid cells at which the velocity
is greater than a threshold wind speed of vjet at a given model time step. Vertical
diﬀusion of momentum represents non-resolved turbulent exchange between layers and
is applied to the horizontal wind components, as well as to potential temperature and
speciﬁc humidity. The momentum ﬂuxes Ju,v for the u and v wind components are
expressed as:
Ju,v = ρKm
∂(u, v)
∂z
(3.7)
where ρ is the air density, Km is the exchange coeﬃcient for momentum (which depends
on stability, among other factors), and z is the vertical coordinate. The change in wind
speed ∂(u, v)/∂t by momentum diﬀusion is then given by a diﬀusion equation:
∂(u, v)
∂t
=
1
ρ
∂J(u,v)
∂z
− 1
ρ
Jturbines (3.8)
where Jturbines is the additional drag exerted by the wind turbines. The additional
drag is in turn expressed in a similar way as the surface drag as:
Jturbine = ρ(Cex|v|) · v (3.9)
where Cex is the representative drag coeﬃcient corresponding to the momentum ex-
traction by wind turbines of a certain intensity.
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We then diagnose the extracted power Pex by turbines by
Pex = Jturbine · v (3.10)
as well as the frictional dissipation Dn by
Dn =
∂J(u,v)
∂z
· (u, v) (3.11)
3.3.2 Simulation setup and analysis
A sensitivity analysis with 15 simulations was performed with diﬀerent values of Cex =
[10−10 : 10−4] was applied to all grid points within the model grid with wind velocities
that exceeded vjet > 25 m/s. These simulations were compared to the ”control” simu-
lation of the present-day without momentum extraction (Cex = 0). The simulation at
which extracted wind power is at maximum will be referred to as ”peak extraction” in
the following. Through this setup, we establish the natural, upper limit of extractable
wind power from high altitude jet streams without including methodological, techno-
logical, or engineering considerations. All simulations were run for 30 years with the
ﬁrst 10 years discarded to exclude spin-up eﬀects.
The simulations were evaluated with respect to the resulting rate of kinetic energy
extraction Pex as well as variables of the jet stream, such as the u and v component as
in the simple model above. In addition, we investigated the impacts of kinetic energy
extraction on the dynamics of the jet streams and the climate system in general. To
do so, we evaluated the diﬀerences in the the 20-year means for the ”control” and
”peak extraction” simulations in terms of the u-wind, v-wind, 2-meter air temperature,
large-scale precipitation, convective precipitation, incoming solar radiation at the top
of the atmosphere, and outgoing longwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere. To
quantify changes in synoptic activity, the diﬀerence in standard deviation of simulated
surface pressures (daily mean) for the 20-year simulation dataset are compared.
Additional sensitivity analyses were performed with thresholds of vjet > 20 m/s and
vjet > 15 m/s to evaluate the sensitivity of this threshold on the jet stream wind power
estimates.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Maximum extractable wind power and energetics of jet streams
The sensitivity of the extractable wind power to the drag Cex associated with wind
turbines is shown in Fig. 3.4. As in the case of the simple thought experiment, it shows
a pronounced peak at intermediate values of Cex. The peak extractable power in these
simulations is 7.5 TW of mechanical power removed from the ﬂow. Because of wake
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turbulence behind the turbines (which is not included in the simulations), not all of
this extracted power is likely to be available as mechanical power to drive the turbine.
Previous research showed a maximum, but unachievable, conversion eﬃciency from
extracted power to mechanical power of 59.3% (Lanchester 1915; Betz 1920; Garrett
& Cummins 2007). Assuming a 60% conversion eﬃciency to mechanical turbine power
and 100% conversion eﬃciency from mechanical to electrical power, this upper bound
yields a peak potential for electricity production of 4.5 TW.
This upper estimate of extractable wind power is relatively insensitive to the thresh-
old velocity vjet. In sensitivity simulations with vjet = 20 m/s, the peak extracted
power drops from 7.5 TW to 7.2 TW. When vjet = 15 m/s is used, the peak drops
further to 6.7 TW. The low value of extractable power in the climate model simulations
suggests a high value of γ of at least γ = 10−3 in the simple model, that is, that ki-
netic energy extraction results in a strong depletion of the upper atmospheric pressure
gradient.
The dynamics and sensitivities as well as the maximum in extraction at intermediate
values of Cex directly correspond to the ones shown by the simple model of the previous
section. The sensitivity of upper atmospheric winds and jet stream dissipation to the
intensity of kinetic energy extraction from the jet streams is shown in Fig. 3.5. As in the
case of the simple model (Fig. 3.3a), the zonal component of the upper atmospheric
velocities decreases in response to enhanced drag, while the meridional component
increases. This is accompanied with a general decrease of the total dissipation of the
jet stream (Fig. 3.3d & 3.5b). Since velocities decreased considerably and below the
threshold value of vjet, jet streams were not continuously present in the simulations for
drag coeﬃcients Cex ≥ 10−6.
Note that in addition to the dynamics represented by the simple model, the climate
model simulations show a successive decrease in the generation of kinetic energy in
the global atmosphere, as reﬂected by the reduction of dissipation in the free atmo-
sphere and the atmospheric boundary layer (Fig. 3.4). This decrease in kinetic energy
generation by the atmosphere is about two orders of magnitude larger than the ex-
tracted mechanical power at peak extraction. In order to understand why this is an
inevitable consequence of the kinetic energy extraction from jet streams, we need to
ﬁrst investigate the broader climatic impacts.
3.4.2 Climatic impacts from jet stream wind power extraction
The substantial extraction of kinetic energy from jet streams has a marked global
impact on atmospheric dynamics in the simulations. As already shown above, the
meridional wind component increases substantially as a result of the kinetic energy
extraction. This is shown in Fig. 3.6, where the upper atmospheric winds at peak
extraction are compared to the control. Zonal ﬂow in the mid-latitudes is reduced to
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about 2/3 at peak extraction when compared to the control, and this reduction of zonal
ﬂow is accompanied with a substantial increase in meridional ﬂow.
The enhanced meridional ﬂow in the upper atmosphere has important eﬀects on
climate and atmospheric dynamics. The enhanced meridional ﬂow transports more heat
in the upper atmosphere. This results in a substantial diﬀerence in upper atmospheric
temperatures of more than 20 ◦C in both high-altitude polar atmospheres (Fig. 3.7a).
These diﬀerences occur adjacent to the regions in which the kinetic energy is extracted
(Fig. 3.7b), substantiating the direct link between extraction and enhanced meridional
heat transport in the upper atmosphere.
This strong warming in the extratropical upper atmosphere has further consequences.
It results in a reduced vertical temperature gradient in the extratropics (Fig. 3.7a) and
thereby in a much enhanced vertical stability of the atmosphere. As a result, the
ability of the atmosphere to generate kinetic energy is much reduced. This is reﬂected
in a lower total dissipation in the free atmosphere and the atmospheric boundary layer
(Fig. 3.4, also Table 3.1), with a 44% decrease in free atmosphere dissipation (635
TW to 358 TW) and a 29% decrease in boundary layer dissipation (584 TW to 419
TW). The reduction in kinetic energy generation and associated, overall heat transport
is then reﬂected in a greater radiative imbalance at the top of the atmosphere (Fig.
3.8). Even though this enhanced radiative imbalance would seem to imply a stronger
radiative forcing and thereby a greater ability of the atmosphere to generate motion,
it is critical to note that this radiative imbalance is rather the consequence of reduced
overall motion within the atmosphere.
In the simulation of peak extraction, we ﬁnd considerable diﬀerences in climate (Fig.
3.9). The climatic diﬀerences shown in Table 3.1 are not related to a mean change
in radiative forcing, as would be the case for climatic change due to alterations of
the atmospheric greenhouse eﬀect, but result directly from the weakened energetics of
atmospheric motion. In particular, we ﬁnd that the variability of surface pressure is
considerably reduced in the mid-latitudes, indicating a reduction of synoptic activity.
This reduction is consistent with the general reduction of kinetic energy generation
within the atmosphere. The associated diﬀerences in mean 2m air temperature in the
mid-latitudes are consistent with this reduced synoptic activity, with pronounced cooler
temperatures over land.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Comparison and validity to previous estimates
Our estimate of maximally extractable wind power from jet streams of 7.5 TW is sub-
stantially lower than the estimate of 1700 TW by Archer & Caldeira (2009). Naturally,
there must be a simple reason why our estimate is so much lower. In the following, we
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parameter control medium peak
ABL diss. (TW) 584 482 419
free atm. diss. (TW) 635 477 358
2-meter air temp. ( ◦C) 17.7 17.4 17.2
large scale precip. (mm/day) 0.68 0.63 0.54
conv. precip (mm/day) 2.95 2.96 3.00
Table 3.1: Global mean values for atmospheric dissipation and climatic parameters
for the control simulation (no extraction), a medium rate of extraction (4.2 TW of
kinetic energy extraction), and the peak extraction simulation (7.5 TW of kinetic energy
extraction).
ﬁrst describe that our results are consistent with the basic physics of jet streams. Hence,
the diﬀerence in estimates likely originates from the diﬀerence in methodology. We re-
late this diﬀerence to the ﬂaw in the common methodology that derives extractable
wind power from wind speeds rather than from the free energy balance that describes
the generation, dissipation, and extraction of kinetic energy (e.g. Gans et al. (2010)
gives a detailed description of the severe limitations of the common method) and illus-
trate this ﬂaw with output from the climate model simulations. We then discuss the
implications of these results in terms of the methodology that should be used for max-
imum estimates of wind power and for the prospects of wind power from high altitude
winds.
First, we point out that our results are fully consistent with the basic physics that
describe the dynamics of jet streams and what would be expected when jet streams are
disturbed by kinetic energy extraction. As it is well known in meteorology, jet streams
result from a near geostrophic balance of forces, that is, the quasi-geostrophic ﬂow
results from the near absence of friction. Hence, little power is involved in maintaining
the high wind speeds of the jet streams. This near-geostrophic nature of jet streams is
reﬂected in our low maximum estimate of extractable wind power.
The potential impacts of extraction that we ﬁnd in the climate model simulations
are consistent with the potential alteration of the near-geostrophic balance of forces
by kinetic energy extraction of wind turbines. This balance is disturbed by an addi-
tional drag by wind turbines, and this drag is unavoidable as kinetic energy needs to be
extracted from the ﬂow to rotate the turbine. Through this additional drag, the result-
ing motion is brought further away from the geostrophic balance, yielding a stronger
ageostrophic component of the ﬂow. The climate model simulations show this expected
change and the simulated climatic impacts result from this enhanced ageostrophic ﬂow
in the upper atmosphere. Furthermore, the climatic impacts that we ﬁnd are consis-
tent with those reported by Archer & Caldeira (2009). Speciﬁcally, Archer & Caldeira
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(2009) p.315 found a ”... strengthening of the Equator-to-Pole thermal diﬀerence [that
was] caused by the weakening of the global winds”. Such a strengthening of the surface
temperature diﬀerence at the surface is also found in our simulations at peak extraction
and consistent with our interpretation.
Hence, the discrepancy of our estimate to previous ones should be found in the
methodology. While extractable wind power is commonly determined from the wind
speed by 12ρv
3, we took a diﬀerent approach and considered the free energy balance
of kinetic energy generation, dissipation, and extraction. In steady state, the rate of
kinetic energy extraction needs to be balanced by how much kinetic energy is gener-
ated and must be less than the rate at which it is naturally transferred out of the jet
stream by momentum diﬀusion. The mean stock of free energy, the kinetic energy of
the ﬂow 12ρv
2, then reﬂects not just the generation rate, but also the intensity of its
natural depletion and the extent of extraction. However, as already shown in section
2 above, the instantaneous wind power density of 12ρv
3 is not related to the maximum
sustainable rate at which kinetic energy can be extracted from jet streams. The instan-
taneous wind power density merely describes the transport of kinetic energy by the ﬂow
through a cross section perpendicular to the ﬂow, but yields little information about
the generation and natural depletion rate of kinetic energy. This is in particular the
case for geostrophic ﬂow, where no generation is needed to sustain geostrophic motion
because of the absence of frictional dissipation.
This critical distinction between the transport of kinetic energy in contrast to the
natural rate of depletion is shown in Fig. 3.10 for the climate model simulation. The
high rates of the mean transport of kinetic energy at 200 hPa height shown in Fig. 3.10a
are consistent in pattern and magnitude with the maps shown by Archer & Caldeira
(2009), although these are referred to by Archer & Caldeira (2009) as wind power
density. Fig. 3.10b shows the natural depletion rate at 200 hPa due to momentum
diﬀusion with no extraction. As can be seen, the natural depletion rate at 200 hPa
is 4 orders of magnitude smaller than the transport of kinetic energy. Since in the
natural steady state, the generation of motion balances its depletion, it is this deple-
tion rate that characterizes the power involved in sustaining the ﬂow. The maximum
estimates for wind power extraction are then even lower, as shown in Fig. 3.10c, and
show relatively little correspondence to the patterns of the transport of kinetic energy.
Therefore, the transport of kinetic energy by jet streams cannot be used to provide
estimates of maximum sustainable rates of kinetic energy extraction.
3.5.2 Implications
Our results have broader implications for how maximum estimates of wind power should
to be computed in general. First, we showed that it is critical to consider extraction
as a term in the free energy balance of kinetic energy and use this balance as the
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fundamental limit on maximum possible rates of kinetic energy extraction by wind
turbines (following Gans et al. (2010)). As wind speeds merely reﬂect the stock of
kinetic energy within the atmosphere, these cannot be used to provide such estimates
of maximum possible extraction rates. Second, our climate model results showed that
there are substantial, ﬁrst order eﬀects when kinetic energy is extracted that aﬀect
the ability of the atmosphere to generate kinetic energy. To capture these eﬀects,
physically-based models that simulate the generation of kinetic energy and the eﬀects
of extraction on this generation rate are critical for estimates of upper limits of wind
power, despite all the potential ﬂaws that these models may have. Upper estimates
that are based on observed wind speeds cannot represent the free energy balance of
kinetic energy and the feedbacks of extraction on generation rates of kinetic energy
and thereby cannot provide physically consistent estimates.
The simulations that we conducted represent an extreme scenario, and therefore
our maximum estimate should be seen as very much an upper limit. It would seem
technically nearly impossible to continuously track the regions at which wind speeds
exceed 25 m/s and extract substantial rates of kinetic energy from the upper atmosphere
at the global scale to get close to our estimate. Furthermore, substantial interference
with jet streams would change the climate substantially, in particular through the
weakening the atmospheric heat engine by two orders of magnitude more than the
power gained by extraction. Hence, it would seem that high altitude wind power
has very little potential to contribute to the challenge of meeting the primary energy
demands of humans.
3.6 Summary and Conclusions
We used a new, physically consistent method to estimate the maximum rate of kinetic
energy extraction from high altitude winds of > 25 m/s. This method represents kinetic
energy extraction as a term in the free energy balance of kinetic energy generation,
dissipation, and extraction. Our estimate for maximum sustainable extraction of kinetic
energy from jet streams is 7.5 TW and is about two orders of magnitude less than
previous estimates. Our substantially lower estimate reﬂects physical consistency with
the free energy balance of kinetic energy, the impacts that substantial kinetic energy
extraction has on the generation rate, and is consistent with the well-established notion
that jet streams represent near-geostrophic ﬂow. In contrast, other estimates are often
based on wind speeds that are then used to compute the transport of kinetic energy by
the ﬂow. This term is then misinterpreted as being the sustainable extraction rate of
kinetic energy. Hence, it would seem that velocity based estimates of wind power are
ﬂawed because they cannot infer the terms of the free energy balance and the eﬀects
of extraction on the generation rate of free energy, but these terms are the ones that
ultimately limit sustainable extraction rates.
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We conclude that it is critical to start with the free energy balance for evaluating the
potential contributions of diﬀerent forms of renewable energy to the growing human
needs for energy. These estimates need to be performed in an Earth system context to
account for ﬁrst-order consequences of extraction on the generation rates of free energy.
Our application of this physically-based approach to high altitude winds shows that
in practicality, there is a very limited potential of jet streams to contribute to human
energy needs, and if it were used, only with a very substantial climatic consequence.
Previous claims by researchers that ”if you tapped into 1 percent of the power in high-
altitude winds, that would be enough to continuously power all civilization” (Blackman
2009) are based on estimates that do not account for the limitations imposed by the
free energy balance and are therefore physically ﬂawed. Such statements substantiate
the urgent need for a physically-based approach that quantiﬁes the dynamics of free
energy generation and depletion in the context of Earth system functioning in order to
understand how much these can potentially contribute to a human renewable energy
future.
Table 3.2: Variables and parameters used to understand the dynamics of the jet stream
(Eqs. 1-6) are listed below. Values listed in column 3 are taken from Physics of Climate
by Peixoto & Oort (1992). Column 4 shows the parameters derived or estimated by
the authors.
variable thought experiment simple model deﬁnition Peixoto & Oort (1992) estimates units
f coriolis acceleration at 30 ◦ 0.7 · 10−4 — 1/s
kn natural jet stream drag 10
−6 — 1/s
kex human-induced jet stream drag — — 1/s
k natural and human-induced jet stream drag — — 1/s
v mean control jet stream poleward (north-south) component — 28.6 m/s
u mean control jet stream meridional (east-west) component — 0.41 m/s
v mean control jet stream velocity — 28.6 m/s
F0 pressure driven acceleration of v-component 2 · 10−3 — m/s2
Fc Coriolis force — — kg · m/s2
Ff frictional force — — kg · m/s2
Fx removal of kinetic energy — — kg · m/s2
Fnet frictional force and KE removal force (Ff + Fx = kv) — — kg · m/s2
KE jet stream kinetic energy — — kg · m/s
P power associated with the net force (Fnet) — — kg · m2/s3
G generation rate of jet stream kinetic energy — — kg · m2/s3
γ depletion rate of the jet stream gradient — —- 1/s
Dn natural wind dissipation by mom. diﬀusion 10
−4 — kg · m2/s3
Δz vertical extent of one jet stream — 103 m
ΔRφ horizontal extent of one jet stream — 106 m
L length of one jet stream at 30 ◦ and 10km altitude — 3.4 · 107 m
ρ density of one jet stream at 10 km altitude — 0.4 kg/m3
V volume of one jet stream at 30 ◦ and 10km altitude — 2.7 · 1016 m3
ρ · V mass of one jet stream at 30 ◦ and 10km altitude — 1016 kg
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Figure 3.2: The kinetic energy KE of the jet stream results from the balance of gen-
eration G, natural dissipation Dn at the edges of the jet stream due to momentum
diﬀusion, and extraction Pex due to the placement of wind turbines. Note that in
geostrophic balance, G = Dn = 0 but KE > 0, so that the common metric of instan-
taneous wind power 12ρ|v|3 of the ﬂow through some cross-sectional area perpendicular
to the ﬂow is not adequate to estimate the sustainable rate of kinetic energy extraction
Pex. To estimate this rate, one needs to implement the extraction of kinetic energy
as a separate term into the kinetic energy balance and to evaluate its eﬀect on the
generation rate (as shown by the dashed lines).
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Figure 3.3: Sensitivity of jet stream dynamics to the intensity of kinetic energy extrac-
tion of the simple model for diﬀerent values of the intensity γ by which the pressure
gradient force is depleted. Shown are: a) u and v components of the ﬂow; b) kinetic
energy extracted from the ﬂow due to the additional drag kex; c) the sustainable ex-
traction rate Pex of kinetic energy versus the transport of kinetic energy through a
single jet stream cross-section (which is often taken as a measure of wind power); and
d) natural dissipation Dn of one jet stream. All parameters are speciﬁed in Appendix
Table 1.
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Figure 3.4: Sensitivity of extracted kinetic energy from jet streams Pex and total atmo-
spheric dissipation Dn to the additional drag Cex imposed by wind turbines.
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Figure 3.5: Sensitivity of jet stream dynamics to the intensity of kinetic energy extrac-
tion Cex from jet streams with vjet = 25 m/s in terms of a) the mean u- and v-wind
velocities at 200 hPa and b) the dissipation rate within those atmospheric regions at
which the wind velocity is > 25 m/s.
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Figure 3.6: Zonal annual means of the wind ﬁelds at 200 hPa for a) the zonal (u)
wind component and the b) meridional (v) wind component. Shown are the control
simulation (solid line) and the simulation with maximum kinetic energy extraction
(dotted line).
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Figure 3.7: a) Diﬀerence in the zonal mean temperature b) The maximum extracted
wind power for the 20 year mean is mainly derived from the southern hemisphere at a
height of 200 hPa (≈ 10 km).
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Figure 3.8: Net radiation diﬀerences between the peak extraction and control simu-
lations at the top of the atmosphere for a) shortwave (solar) radiation, b) longwave
(thermal) radiation, and c) net radiation. Note how the extraction of kinetic energy
from the jet streams results in relatively small changes to the net shortwave radiation
(a) but also corresponds to relatively large changes to the net longwave radiation (b)
in response to the enhanced upper-atmospheric meridional heat transport to the poles.
The overall diﬀerence at the top of the atmosphere is less net radiation in the tropics
and more net radiation in the mid-latitudes and polar regions (c).
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Figure 3.9: Mean 20-year simulation diﬀerences between the maximum jet stream wind
power extraction and the control simulation with diﬀerences in a) 2-meter air tempera-
ture, b) large-scale precipitation, and c) surface pressure variability, and d) convective
precipitation shown.
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Figure 3.10: a) Mean transport of kinetic energy through a cross section at 200 hPa
derived by 12ρv
3 where ρ is the air density and v is the wind velocity. b) The mean
depletion (Dn) within the 200 hPa model layer due to momentum diﬀusion under
control conditions and c) mean maximum extraction (Pext) within the 200 hPa model
layer.
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Solar and wind energy: same but diﬀerent
— why these diﬀerences matter for power
potentials and climate impacts?
Solar and wind power are publicly regarded as inﬁnite sources of energy,
easily appropriated to satisfy all the current global energy demand and
not associated with climate impacts. Scientiﬁcally, this cannot be true. In
this analysis, we ﬁnd that the current global human energy demand of 17
TW can be satisﬁed using either near-surface based wind power or surface
based photovoltaic technologies (PV) on land, making ≈ 30% the ’windiest’
or ’sunniest’ locations available to the respective technology. Sensitivity
analyses for each technology were completed, allowing the simultaneous
assessment of the extracted energy and associated climatic impact. The
diﬀerences are profound. 18.2 TW of wind derived electricity required all
of the prescribed ’windiest’ land area, roughly equivalent to 5.5 continental
United States’ maximally populated with 319 million 2.0 MW turbines.
Attempting to extract additional wind energy over this area, such as the
the addition of more densely positioned wind turbines, then resulted in
less extracted wind energy, similar to creating a new land surface of solid
wind turbines. The maximum wind energy extraction rate also results
in disruptions to normal atmospheric ﬂow, with the atmosphere showing
clear geographic diﬀerences in wind velocity, precipitation, heat ﬂuxes, 2-
meter air temperature, and net radiation. In contrast, an equivalent energy
extraction rate using PV causes the general circulation model to estimate
diﬀerences that are barely perceptible from the control simulation. Again,
speciﬁc to this model’s control simulation and prescribed available area,
16.7 TW of electricity was extracted by covering just less than 1% of the
’sunniest’ areas with 20% eﬃcient 5% reﬂective PV panels. While both the
modeling methods and the technology parameterizations can be increased
in complexity, this unavoidable dependency of energy extractability and
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climatic impacts on present-day climate sustaining Earth System processes
should be beyond scientiﬁc dispute.
4.1 Introduction
Schneider and Dennett (1975) stated, ”...No energy producing system can be considered
completely free of climatic side eﬀects if it alters natural energy ﬂow patterns.” Situated
just after the 1973 oil crisis, but before the second one in 1979, Schneider and Dennett
(1975) are not directly referring to renewable energy technologies, but to a more general
understanding of dependent Earth System processes. Still, after only a peripheral
glance at photovoltaic panels or wind turbines, it is clear that each of these technologies
must alter ”...natural energy ﬂow patterns.” Although not all researchers would directly
attribute climatic diﬀerences to select renewables (e.g. Archer & Caldeira (2009);
Jacobson & Archer (2010a); Santa-Maria & Jacobson (2009)), they do exist Williams et
al. (1977); Weingart (1977); Bach & Matthews (1979); Weingart (1979); Kirk-Davidoﬀ
& Keith (2008); Barrie & Kirk-Davidoﬀ (2009); Baidya Roy (2010); Wang & Prinn
(2010); Baidya Roy (2011); Miller et al. (2011); Wang & Prinn (2011).
Confronted with a reality where our fossil fuel emissions, our agricultural practices
Pongratz et al. (2010), and potentially even our concentrated use of energy may be
causing climatic diﬀerences Lovins (1974); Schneider & Dennett (1975); Williams et al.
(1977), attributing renewables to climatic diﬀerences may appear both untimely and
emotionally disappointing. Yet, diﬀerent renewable energy technologies interact with
existing Earth System processes diﬀerently (e.g. Goodenough (1976)), thereby present-
ing complications as well as potential opportunities to their large-scale deployment.
4.2 Estimating solar (PV) and wind power availability over
land
4.2.1 The power hierarchy
The incoming solar radiation ﬂux density at the top of the atmosphere is ≈ 342 W/m2
Hartmann (1994) as shown in Figure 4.1. As the solar radiation penetrates the layers of
the atmosphere, about 30% is reﬂected by clouds, dust, and the Earth’s surface while an
additional 20% is absorbed by the atmosphere Peixoto & Oort (1992). Due to Earth’s
geometry in relation to the Sun, the tropics (30 ◦N to 30 ◦S) are inﬂuenced by 120% of
the global mean solar radiation while the geographic regions outside the tropics receive
80% of the global mean solar radiation Kleidon (2010). This is the position in the
power hierarchy where photovoltaic technologies would interact with the Earth System
— by assuming a maximum theoretical eﬃciency of a single band-gap photovoltaic cell
of 31% Lewis (2007), one could estimate 106 W/m2 of electricity production. This
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maximal PV production rate is dependent on a number of underlying criteria, such as
minimal atmospheric inﬂuence. Progressing further down the hierarchy without the
presence of PV,these diﬀerences in solar radiative heating result in about 86 W/m2
being responsible for diﬀerential solar heating Kleidon (2010).
Figure 4.1: A simple representation of photovoltaic and wind power technologies de-
ployed within the Earth System, presented as their position within the hierarchy of
present-day natural system processes and assuming optimal values wherever necessary
(i.e. PV conversion eﬃciency, maximum wind energy extraction rates)
Diﬀerential solar heating is responsible for driving the large-scale atmospheric circu-
lation, with a maximum conversion eﬃciency of about 2% based on present-day Earth
conditions Lorenz (1955, 1960). Of the potential energy (PE) and kinetic energy (KE)
present in the atmosphere, about 50% is present in the atmospheric boundary layer
Peixoto & Oort (1992). Assuming a very large-scale deployment of wind power tech-
nologies, no more than 59.3% of the kinetic energy can be extracted from the ﬂow
Lanchester (1915); Betz (1920) with more recent analysis of a tidal turbine channel
suggesting 30% is actually closer to the maximum Garrett & Cummins (2007). This
results in a mean of 0.5 W/m2 of wind-derived electricity potential when deployed on
a global scale and similar to the estimate of photovoltaic technologies, assumes several
optimal assumptions to arrive at the estimate.
A number of conclusions can be derived by viewing this power hierarchy. First, note
that present-day conditions on Earth result in 342 W/m2 at the top of the atmosphere
being transformed into about 0.86 W/m2 of wind energy near the surface for a conver-
sion eﬃciency of 0.25%. Also note the position within the hierarchy where photovoltaics
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and wind power would compete with existing processes along with their relative quan-
tities. Large-scale deployment of photovoltaics would alter the diﬀerential solar heating
and all dependent processes, partially by the diﬀerence in reﬂectivity compared to the
surface before installation and partially by the re-allocation of heat during the human
utilization process. Large-scale wind power technologies may be responsible for altering
atmospheric pressure gradients, but the competing process of radiative cooling prevents
this gradient from resulting in additional atmospheric potential and kinetic wind en-
ergy. This was shown in Miller et al (2011) by the global decrease in atmospheric wind
dissipation when near-surface wind power was deployed over all non-glaciated land sur-
faces for maximum extraction rates. Wind energy extraction also directly competes
with heat and moisture transport within the atmosphere, and given the assumption
that less total atmospheric wind energy will be available during large-scale extraction
of wind energy, this additional restriction to the reallocation of heat and moisture may
also result in climatic eﬀects.
4.2.2 Conceptualizing climate impact consistency
Given the existing Earth System hierarchy (Figure 4.1), one could deduce that extract-
ing one watt of incoming solar radiation at the surface will alter the system diﬀerently
than extracting one watt of atmospheric motion near the surface. As a ﬁrst step, assume
extracting 0.03 W/m2 (17 TW) of wind energy from the atmosphere is our goal. This
rate of energy demand is consistent with the current global energy demand of 17 TW,
roughly considers that a fully electric economy would require less total energy Jacob-
son & Delucchi (2010), and that the conversion eﬃciency from large-scale atmospheric
motion to electricity is largely unknown. This quantity of 0.03 W/m2 would represent
about 4% of the original 0.86 W/m2 that is continually generated and dissipated near
the surface.
Now, accepting that diﬀerences in the speciﬁc climate dynamics will, at least in part,
be related to the technology’s vertical position within the hierarchy, a 4% extraction
ratio in the midst of atmospheric absorption and reﬂection would be equivalent to 14
W/m2. This would also be in approximate agreement as to the ability of 14 W/m2
being responsible for 0.03 W/m2 of atmospheric motion. One immediate practical
discrepancy to this comparison would be the geographic discrepancies between windy
and sunny locations — they do not normally coincide.
This conceptualization ignores how each technology would alter its local atmospheric
region. Due to the inﬂuence of turbine wake eﬀects, large-scale wind power extraction
would be heavily reliant on the contribution of upper-atmospheric potential and kinetic
energy. Over land areas, this air will normally have a higher potential temperature,
so when it is brought to equilibrium with the surface pressure, this air will cause an
increase in local near-surface air temperature. These types of local inﬂuences suggest
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Figure 4.2: A conceptualized view on how an extraction of 14W/m2 (7000 TW globally)
of solar radiation may be roughly equivalent to the extraction of 0.03 W/m2 (17 TW
globally) of atmospheric wind motion.
a possibility for downwind evaporation and related cloud eﬀects.
Photovoltaic technology design is normally represented as a ﬂat contiguous panel.
Because of shading eﬀects, photovoltaic ’farms’ are only able to cover about 50% of
the installation surface. This would certainly induce changes to how solar radiation
and water are able to interact with the underlying surface. To achieve maximum
eﬃciencies, panels are also routinely placed on one- or two-axis tracking systems, which
alters the area proportions between the panels and the ground depending on the sun
angle or azimuth while also the associated climate dependency on this dynamic surface
reﬂectance.
4.2.3 Outline for this study
This paper is well-behind any ”pre-design a climate with renewable energy” proposition.
We ﬁrst take a holistic view of the Earth System hierarchy to understand why much
more solar energy than wind energy can be extracted. We then use this perspective to
understand climatic diﬀerences, deciding that it is not the quantity of energy removed
from the entire system but is rather related to the ratio of what is present in the system
compared to what is extracted. The focus then shifts from a conceptual understanding
to general circulation model parameterizations. The methods related to parameteriz-
ing photovoltaic and near-surface wind power technologies will be described. Through
model sensitivity simulations, progressive diﬀerences in climate directly related to the
deployed technology will then be presented. We close with a brief summary and con-
clusion.
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4.3 Methods
To capture these induced dynamics of both renewable technologies on climate, we use
PlaSim, an atmospheric general circulation model of intermediate complexity that ex-
plicitly simulates the generation and dissipation of kinetic energy Fraedrich et al. (2005);
Lunkeit et al. (2007). We run the model with T42 spectral resolution, corresponding
to a resolution of 2.8 ◦ longitude by 2.8 ◦ latitude, 10 atmospheric layers, a mixed-layer
ocean model with prescribed oceanic heat transport, interactive sea-ice model, a sim-
ple land surface model, and prescribed ice sheets. Previous research shows that this
model adequately captures the present-day climate and key sensitivities Fraedrich et
al. (2005); Kleidon et al. (2006).
All simulations were run for 30 model years, with the last 10 years used in the
analysis to exclude initial model spin-up eﬀects. An initial ”control” simulation without
any additional wind or solar energy extraction was completed to estimate present-day
climatic conditions. The 10-year mean control climate was used to identify preferential
wind and solar energy extraction land areas.
4.3.1 Parameterizing surface wind
To identify our prescribed locations for large-scale wind power installations, we use
the 10-year control simulation. As a ﬁrst step, only those land grid points with mean
wind velocities greater than 5m/s at the midpoint of the lowest of 10 model layers are
considered. These points were then subset to exclude locations with > 50% glacier
coverage (e.g. Antarctica, Greenland, Himalaya Mountains). Additional land-area
restrictions related to topography, land use, and legal issues were not considered. This
results in 4.21 ·107 km2 of development area as shown in Figure 4.3.
To simulate kinetic energy extraction, we implement the eﬀects of wind turbines in
a similar method as Keith et al. (2004) by modifying the commonly used surface drag
parameterization in the lowest-altitude of the 10 model layers as:
Fdrag = ρ (Cn|vl| + Cext|vl|) · vl (4.1)
where ρ is the air density, Cn is the volumetric drag coeﬃcient for natural turbulence
(which depends on surface roughness and atmospheric stability among other factors),
vl is the wind velocity, and Cext is the additional volumetric drag coeﬃcient to simulate
kinetic energy extraction by wind turbines. This same parameterization was previously
implemented for this general circulation model in Miller et al. (2011) and is very similar
to other recent work by Wang & Prinn (2010, 2011). Natural dissipation within this
model layer by turbulence (D) is given by:
D = ρCn
v3l (4.2)
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Figure 4.3: Mean wind velocity in the lowest model layer with areas designated for wind
power extraction outlined in black
with extracted power by the wind turbines given by:
Pext = ρCext
v3l (4.3)
In total, 18 simulations were completed for diﬀerent values of Cext = [0.0 : 0.9]. As
previous research suggests that increases to the drag coeﬃcient in the lowest model layer
will result in an increase in the atmospheric boundary layer depth, this necessitates a
clear deﬁnition of this atmospheric region — we will refer to the lowest of the 10 model
layers as the control-region atmospheric boundary layer.
It is also important to diﬀerentiate between power extracted from the atmosphere
(Pext) and electrical power (Pexte). To some wind power researchers, the 59.3% con-
version eﬃciency of Lanchester (1915); Betz (1920) may be considered too large while
the 25% conversion eﬃciency of Wang & Prinn (2011) may be too small. Given the
discrepancy at this time, we will use the Lanchester-Betz Limit but recognize that this
may be found to be overly optimistic in the future.
To relate the drag coeﬃcient (Cext) to a wind turbine quantity, we use the same
estimate method as Gans et al. (2010) who approximated the quantity of 2.0 MW
Tjaereborg wind turbines (Nturb) as:
Nturb =
2 · 0.6 · Cext ·Aland
Cf ·Arotor (4.4)
where Aland is the area of land area available for extraction, Cf is the wind turbine
capacity factor, assumed here to be 0.56, and Arotor is the swept-area of the rotor blades,
estimated here to be 2827 m2. A simple application would be when Cext = 0.0013, that
is approximately equal to 1.0 wind turbine per square kilometer of land (Aland).
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4.3.2 Parameterizing photovoltaics
To identify our prescribed locations of the large-scale photovoltaics, we again use the
10-year control simulation. First, all land points with a mean surface solar radiation of
>195 W/m2 were identiﬁed. These potential development areas were then reduced by
requiring a Budyko-Lettau dryness ratio > 1.3, calculated as 100 ∗R/P where R is the
mean net surface radiation, and P is the mean total precipitation in the form of latent
heat of condensation Budyko (1958, 1974); Lettau (1969). This additional subset step
compared to developing the development area for wind energy extraction was used to
not allocate areas such as the Amazon Rainforest to large-scale renewable development.
Additional land-area restrictions related to topography, land use, and legal issues were
not considered. These speciﬁcations result in 4.19 · 107 km2 of land area potentially
available for photovoltaic development, shown as delineated areas in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Mean surface solar radiation with photovoltaic regions outlined in white
and the Budyko-Lettau dryness ratio with photovoltaic regions outlined in black
The photovoltaic panels will have the same slope and aspect of the underlying land
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surface, so to simulate their eﬀect on the Earth System, we modify the land surface
dynamics related to the albedo (αdyn) as:
αdyn = αorig · (1− PVcov) + αpv · PVcov (4.5)
where αorig is the original albedo of the land surface, PVcov is the coverage of the grid
cell by photovoltaics, and αpv is the albedo of the photovoltaic cell, here deﬁned as
5% and the same as that used by Nemet (2009). To simulate the extraction rate of
electrical power by the photovoltaic array (Pexte), we use:
Pexte = SWsurf · (1− αpv) · PVcov · PVeff (4.6)
where SWsurf is the downwelling shortwave (solar) radiation at the land surface, and
PVeff is the photovoltaic eﬃciency of the panel in converting the solar radiation to
electricity, here deﬁned as 20% based on supporting research by Lewis (2007). In total
14 simulations were completed for PVcov = [0.0:0.04].
4.3.3 Quantifying climate diﬀerences
To identify and quantify climatic impacts from the PV or wind power deployment
simulations, we use the mean values for the 10-year simulation. We quantify mean
values by the area-weighted mean, calculated as:
∑1
n(xsimulation − xcontrol) where x is
the climate variable under consideration. We also quantify diﬀerences related to their
percent diﬀerence from the control simulation, quantiﬁed as:
1∑
n
(
xsimulation − xcontrol
xcontrol
· 100) (4.7)
To provide a spatial component to these analyses, 3 areas were included in the restricted
spatial analysis. Land values refer to any grid point with more than 50% land coverage.
The ’solar area’ and ’wind area’ refer to the prescribed areas used in the photovoltaic
and near-surface wind energy development simulations.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Large-scale wind power potentials
The climate sensitivity of extractable wind power to the additional lowest-layer atmo-
spheric drag (Cext) is shown in Figure 4.5. With a value of Cext = 0.01, 30.7 TW
of mechanical wind energy is removed from the lowest model layer. The wind energy
extraction parameterization does not include additional turbulence in the wake of the
turbines, but all of the wind energy extracted from the atmosphere still cannot be
converted to mechanical torque by the wind turbine. Assuming the optimistic 59.3%
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conversion eﬃciency to mechanical turbine power and 100% conversion eﬃciency from
mechanical to electrical power, the maximum estimated mean electricity production is
18.2 TWe.
To continuously extract this amount of wind energy from the atmospheric system,
the entire 4.21 · 107km2 of available land area was utilized for maximum extraction.
For comparison purposes, this total area is roughly equivalent to 121 Germanys or
5.5 contiguous United States’. Using Equation 4 and the maximum value for Cext =
0.01, we can estimate that this represents the deployment of about 319 million 2.0
MW equally distributed wind turbines. As the intention was to use wind energy to
compensate for the current global energy demand, which we later quantiﬁed as being
nearly equivalent to the maximum extraction rate of wind energy from our prescribed
area, the mean energy production from each 2.0 MW turbine of 57 kWe is in itself
interesting, but was not considered further.
This wind energy extraction rate near the surface must extract energy from other
Earth System processes. At the maximum extraction rate, this is quantiﬁed as a 9.5%
decrease (584 to 537 TW) in the control-region atmospheric boundary layer dissipation
rate, a 2% increase (708 to 723 TW) in the control-region free atmospheric region, and
spatial changes in net radiation at the top-of-atmosphere and surface (Figure 4.5).
4.4.2 Large-scale photovoltaic power potentials
The sensitivity of the extracted solar energy in relation to the coverage of photovoltaics
(Pcov) is shown in Figure 4.5. It shows a mean of 16.7 TWe is extracted by covering
0.8% of the initially available land area of 4.18 · 107 km2. The coverage area (i.e.
334000 km2) is nearly equivalent to that of Germany or 4.4% of the contiguous land
area of the United States. Note that in these model simulations, the photovoltaics
are distributed equally throughout the available land area, seemingly resulting in very
diﬀerent climatic consequences than, for example, covering a centralized location with
photovoltaics. As previously shown with wind energy extraction, photovoltaic power
must also result in changes to other Earth System processes. Again, as a measure
of the atmospheric generation rate of wind energy, the control-region boundary layer
dissipation rate decreased about 1% (584 to 581 TW), as did the control-region free
atmospheric region (707 to 706 TW). More subtle diﬀerences to the net radiation at
the top of the atmosphere and at the surface can also be seen in Figure 4.5.
4.4.3 Comparing the diﬀerences in mean climate response
As conceptually illustrated by Figure 4.2, the extraction rate and ’hierarchy location’
within the Earth System where energy is transformed and/or extracted by renewable
energy technologies does approximate the climatic diﬀerences compared to the control
simulation. Directly comparing the 2 renewable technologies, while the maximum wind
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energy extraction rate of 0.79 W/m2 within the prescribed wind extraction area is esti-
mated to produce 18.2 TWe of electricity (i.e. 30.7 TW extracted · 0.593 (Lanchester-
Betz Limit)), the photovoltaics extract 0.40 W/m2 of downwelling shortwave radiation
within the prescribed photovoltaic extraction area, assumed to be equivalent to the
electricity production rate of 16.7 TWe. Figure 4.6 shows the mean climate diﬀerences
between these two electricity production simulations and the control simulation.
The 16.7 TWe photovoltaic simulation did cause small changes to the atmospheric
dynamics, but when the 18.2 TWe wind simulation is compared using the same scale,
the diﬀerences are clearly more pronounced in the simulation involving wind energy
extraction. Spatially, the diﬀerence is easy to identify. When area-weighted mean
values are quantiﬁed for the entire land area, prescribed solar area, and prescribed wind
area, only the diﬀerence is wind velocity can be seen to diverge between the 2 renewable
energy technologies. Instead, both photovoltaic and wind power appear to redistribute
heat and moisture within the climate system. This was conceptually suggested in
Figure 4.1 in reference to the required competition between wind energy extraction
and present-day wind processes such as heat transport, moisture transport, and wind
energy dissipation while it also appears true, to a lesser degree, for photovoltaics.
The center line plots of Figure 4.6 also show percent diﬀerence values, capturing
spatial diﬀerences, while also illustrating the diﬀerence in climate response between
very small extraction rates (e.g. 7% diﬀerence in precipitation with almost no wind
or PV extraction) and the proportionally larger necessary extraction rates required to
satisfy the current global energy demand.
4.5 Summary
From our perspective, extracting the equivalent of 17 TW of electricity from renewable
Earth System processes is possible. Jacobson & Delucchi (2010) broadly state some-
thing very similar. The contrast between these two similar dialogs lies within the sup-
porting details. While some recent research suggests the deployment of very large-scale
renewable energy technologies such as wind power have negligible, if not insigniﬁcant,
climatic impacts Santa-Maria & Jacobson (2009); Jacobson & Archer (2010a), we ﬁnd
direct links between energy extraction and climatic diﬀerences for both wind and pho-
tovoltaic technologies. In the case of wind energy, and in a similar manner to previous
larger-scale wind energy research Miller et al. (2011), the presence of a maximum in
wind energy extraction potential is determined by Earth System processes, not tech-
nological or engineering constraints. Additionally, once the realization that climatic
diﬀerences are accepted as inevitable, how these climatic diﬀerences are inﬂuenced by
the renewable technology and vice versa then becomes important. With the intention
to simulate the production of ≈ 17 TW of electricity, comparing the control simula-
tion to the near-surface wind and photovoltaic (PV) deployment scenarios that are
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able to produce electricity at this rate, the mean values for common climatic variables
change very little but spatially, there are clear diﬀerences between the 2 technology
deployments.
The wind energy simulation that produces 18.2 TW of electricity represents the
maximum extraction rate of near-surface wind energy over an area equivalent to 5.5-
times the area of the continental United States, or 100% of the prescribed ’windiest’
areas based on our selection criteria. Through sensitivity analyses of additional drag,
calculating at what rate wind energy extraction is optimally balanced by the altered
atmospheric generation rate (due to the inﬂuence of the wind turbines as a momen-
tum sink and the related climatic diﬀerences due of redistributing heat and moisture
within the atmosphere). During this process, wind energy extraction is altering the
distribution and energy partitioning of heat and moisture within the Earth System.
The photovoltaic simulation that produces 16.7 TW of electricity does not represent
the maximum extraction rate possible, requiring an equivalent of 4% of the continental
United States land area, or 0.8% of the prescribed ’sunny and dry’ area based on
our criteria. Again through sensitivity analyses of additional area coverage by 20%
eﬃcient 5% reﬂective photovoltaic panels, mean and percent diﬀerence quantiﬁcations
were not readily discernible from the control simulation (Fig. 4.6 left and center).
It was initially proposed that decreasing the albedo of the dry equatorial region may
result in increased atmospheric energy, but potentially based on the coverage area being
dispersed throughout the prescribed PV-study area, we did not ﬁnd this atmospheric
response.
4.6 Conclusions
A great deal of work regarding the comparison of various renewable technologies, both
from a power potential and climatic consequence perspective, still demand a tremendous
amount of research. Speciﬁc to this study and our focus on near-surface wind energy
or photovoltaic-based solar energy, we ignored several important concepts:
• power intermittency, a signiﬁcant hindrance to renewable-based energy sources
Hoﬀert et al. (2002); Denholm & Margolis (2008)
• waste heat, either related to the electricity transmission losses Trieb et al. (2009)
or the concentrated release of heat by human energy use and the potential inﬂu-
ence on climate Lovins (1974); Schneider & Dennett (1975); Weingart (1977)
• material constraints for wind (e.g. United States Department of Energy (2008);
Meibom et al. (2006)) and photovoltaics (e.g. Green (2006); Feltrin & Freundlich
(2008))
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• energy return on investment (EROI), suggesting that from strictly an energy-in
to energy-out perspective and based on present-day atmospheric dynamics, wind
energy with a EROI of 1:20 is currently a much more energy-sound investment
than photovoltaics with a ratio of 1:7 Cleveland et al. (1984); Hall et al. (1986);
Cleveland (2005); Murphy & Hall (2010); Kubiszewski (2010).
We view all these concepts as secondary to the question: Can the current global
energy demand be derived from near-surface wind energy or surface-based
photovoltaic technologies? This is not initially an engineering or technological prob-
lem that can be overcome with larger, more eﬃcient wind turbines, or more reﬂective
and eﬃcient photovoltaic panels, but rather requires an entire Earth System perspec-
tive on what the energy quantities are before any type of extraction takes place. This
provides an upper-bound to start from, about 174 000 TW for incoming solar power
at the top of the atmosphere Hartmann (1994), through a series of transformation
processes, resulting in about 900 TW of total atmospheric wind energy Lorenz (1955).
This natural hierarchy and the position from which energy is extracted from the
system, such as near the top for photovoltaic-based power but near the bottom for
wind power, then helps deﬁne a power potential and how diﬀerent the resulting climate
would be from the control if the same energy quantity was continually extracted from
either system. The speciﬁc power potentials and climatic impacts are related to our
prescribed scenarios and stated assumptions. Should one want to use renewables to
account for the 17 TW of current global energy demand, we estimate that this can be
done with either large-scale land-based wind- or photovoltaic-based power, but with the
clear expectation that utilizing wind power will induce much diﬀerent global climate
dynamics than with photovoltaics. How we begin to deal with these energy-resource-
policy considerations is yet unknown.
In this least, our hope is that this simple portrayal of wind and photovoltaic derived
energy sources within the context of the Earth System reinforces the understanding of
fundamental limits to extraction and the associated yet unavoidable climatic impacts.
This should help reinvigorate historic renewable energy research from the 1970s which
already included these considerations (e.g. Williams et al. (1977); Williams (1978);
Bach & Matthews (1979); Gustavson (1979); Weingart (1979)), hopefully propelling
us well beyond the 0.22% contribution (0.037 TWe) Arvizu et al. (2011); Wiser et al.
(2011) of power to the 2008 global human energy demand and into a more renewable,
yet realistically educated future.
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Figure 4.5: In the top plots, dissipation rates electricity production rates are shown in
relation to the photovoltaic coverage area (left) or millions of estimated wind turbines
(right). Note that the gray line in the wind energy extraction plot shows the quantity
of wind energy removed from the atmosphere, converted to electricity by assuming a
conversion eﬃciency of 59.3%. The lower 4 maps show the percent diﬀerence in net
radiation at the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) and for the surface.
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Figure 4.6: Diﬀerence maps for the the photovoltaic power simulation with 16.7 TWe
and the control simulation (left), peak wind power simulation with 18.4 TWe and control
simulation (right), and the intermediate sensitivity simulations showing area-weighted
mean values for 3 diﬀerent spatial areas and percent diﬀerence values for the same 3
spatial areas (center). Note that for 2-meter temperature, mean values are shown in
Celsius while percent diﬀerence values are shown in Kelvin.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Research
The aim of the present study was to assess the implications of applying a holistic
Earth System perspective to 3 selected renewable energy technologies. Through this
’top-down’ rather than ’bottom-up’ perspective, recent estimates regarding power po-
tentials and the near-lack of climatic consequences at extraction rates of 100s to 1000s
of terawatts were explicitly challenged. Using a variety of increasingly complex meth-
ods, we are not only open about the range of derived estimates, but also frame them
from the viewpoint of understanding the interacting Earth System processes rather
than focusing on the precision of one technique over another. Here, we will ﬁrst sum-
marize the main results of the study originally posed in the introduction and then give
an outlook of possible directions for future research.
5.1 Summary
(1) Why are the estimates for the maximum extraction rates so diﬀerent?
The diﬀerences are related to the consideration of time. Although many previous
large-scale estimates use wind velocity as a proxy for wind power (Jacobson & Masters
2001; Archer & Jacobson 2005, 2007; Archer & Caldeira 2009; Lu et al. 2009; Santa-
Maria & Jacobson 2009; Jacobson & Delucchi 2010), this basis would suggest that by
building larger turbines, increasing turbine density, and/or increasing eﬃciencies, one
could continually extract more and more wind-derived power. Using 12ρv
3 modiﬁed
with speciﬁc turbine characteristics, these estimates are actually quantifying the ki-
netic energy ﬂux through the turbine blades’ cross-sections. This could be envisioned
by imagining an atmosphere instantly populated with the maximum number of wind
turbines, extracting all of the kinetic wind energy within 1 second. At the end of this
second, all the kinetic wind energy has been removed. Then, the limit to continuous
extraction by these turbines is limited by the ability of Earth System processes to gener-
ate wind energy. In this way, wind velocities, regardless of their precision or resolution,
cannot be directly related to estimating the maximum continuous large-scale wind en-
ergy extraction rate. This same confusion, along with the lack of consideration for the
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climatic consequence of extraction, also forms the foundation for the discrepancy in jet
stream wind power estimates (e.g. Fig. 3.10).
(2) Are there diﬀerent ways to estimate these maximum extraction rates with some
agreement in the estimates?
A number of diﬀerent methods were used in this study, especially to estimate max-
imum near-surface wind energy extraction over land. First, a simple back-of-the-
envelope estimate (Fig. 2.1) was used to be clear about the hierarchy of interacting
processes, resulting in an estimate of 68 TW of maximum wind energy extraction.
Then, a simple model using reanalysis data was developed, including the inﬂuence of
additional turbines on atmospheric ﬂow, resulting in an estimate of 21 TW (Fig. 2.3).
Finally, a suite of GCM simulations were conducted with T21 and T42 spectral resolu-
tion and 10 or 20 vertical levels with resulting estimates ranging from 18-34 TW (Fig.
2.5). This general agreement is clear about the range of estimates that is possible but
also helps reﬁne estimates based on their dependency of the hierarchy of Earth System
processes.
(3) How would the global atmosphere respond to continental-scale near-surface wind
energy extraction?
The extraction of kinetic energy from the atmosphere will ﬁrst cause a decrease in
the wind velocity at the level of the wind turbines. This change in the wind proﬁle
helps to entrain upper-atmospheric momentum towards the level of extraction. This
upper-atmospheric air is typically warmer and drier when brought to equilibrium with
the near-surface atmospheric pressure, increasing the latent heat ﬂux gradient and de-
creasing the sensible heat ﬂux gradient. With the assumption that the downwind region
is not moisture limited, this results in an increased latent heat ﬂux from the surface
to the atmosphere. Further downwind, the availability of vertically advected moisture
will alter the net radiation and precipitation rates. These alterations to the energy
balance partitioning of net radiation to sensible and latent heat ﬂuxes are diﬃcult to
diﬀerentiate using large-scale means (Table 2.2, Fig. 4.6) but are visible when viewed
geographically (Fig. 4.5, 4.6) or using more advanced analysis metrics (Figs. 2.7, 2.9,
4.6).
(4) Could the global generation rate of wind energy be altered with these large-scale
deployments?
Yes. Under the assumption that the generation rate is equivalent to the dissipation
rate in the climatic steady state, this can be shown to occur for near-surface wind
energy extraction over all non-glaciated land using the simple model (Fig. 2.3) and
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the GCM for multiple resolutions (Fig. 2.5). The extraction process of kinetic energy
from the jet streams also causes a decrease in the global generation rate of wind energy
(Fig. 3.4 & Table 3.1). A decrease in the generation rate was also shown to occur
with large-scale near-surface wind energy extraction from prescribed modeled regions
with wind velocities greater than 5 m/s (Fig. 4.5). These alterations to the generation
rate not only inﬂuence subsequent wind energy extraction rates but also alter existing
wind-transport processes such as heat and moisture transport.
(5) How does a ’top-down’ estimate of jet stream wind energy extractability diﬀer
from the previous estimate by Archer & Caldeira (2009) regarding power potential
and/or climatic impacts?
The ’top-down’ view on jet stream wind energy extractability didn’t help to specif-
ically reﬁne the estimate, but rather identiﬁed some problem in the previous estimate
because the suggested estimate was larger than the total atmospheric generation rate.
This view also helped to understand, through a simple thought experiment, that the
rate of momentum diﬀusion into and out of the jet streams actually deﬁnes the genera-
tion rate and therefore the unattainable upper-bound to energy extractability. Through
this new understanding and GCM simulations, the previous estimates were reproduced
using 12ρv
3 where ρ is the air density and v is the wind velocity, but also compared to
the mean energy depletion rate of the control simulation’s jet stream regions and the
simulation representing the maximum extraction rates (Fig. 3.10). These diﬀerences
in the calculation resulted in a maximum wind energy extraction estimate ≈ 200-times
less than that of Archer & Caldeira (2009) along with unavoidable climatic impacts
that diﬀer substantially from the control simulation such as a 36% decrease (1219 TW
to 777 TW) in atmospheric wind energy and upper-atmospheric temperature increases
of more than 20 ◦C in both high-altitude polar atmospheres (Fig. 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9).
(6) Would extracting solar energy (e.g. photovoltaic technology) result in more en-
ergy per unit surface area compared to its indirect form, wind energy?
This would depend on the extraction eﬃciency of the 2 technologies, but generally,
yes. The global mean energy ﬂux density of solar radiation of ≈ 342 W/m2 at the
top of the atmosphere is inﬂuenced by atmospheric absorption, atmospheric reﬂection,
and diﬀerential solar heating resulting in about 86 W/m2 of downwelling surface solar
radiation at the surface and about 1 W/m2 of kinetic wind energy in the atmospheric
boundary layer (Hartmann 1994; Peixoto & Oort 1992). This natural transformation
hierarchy of incoming solar radiation → diﬀerential solar heating → atmospheric wind
energy → near-surface wind energy cannot be circumvented and based on thermody-
namics, dictates that each successive transformation results in less available free energy
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(Fig. 4.1). This hierarchy forms the basis for estimating ﬁrst-order energy extractabil-
ity. Where near-surface wind energy only has about 1 W/m2 initially available for
potential extraction, photovoltaics are inﬂuenced by at least 86 W/m2 for potential
extraction. This makes statements such as jet stream wind energy being ”...the high-
est concentration of renewable energy in large quantities” p.564 (Vance 2009) seeming
to violate our understanding of thermodynamics and the resulting hierarchy of Earth
System processes.
(7) Assuming an equivalent energy extraction rate from the Earth System from either
photovoltaics or wind energy, how are the climatic impacts diﬀerent?
Neglecting the contribution of waste heat in both cases, the location of these 2 tech-
nologies within the energy transformation hierarchy (Fig. 4.1) suggests the climatic
impacts will be quite diﬀerent (Fig. 4.2). In the GCM simulations comparing an equiv-
alent available land area for development to produce the same quantity of electricity,
climatic diﬀerences resulting from large-scale photovoltaics were barely detectable (Fig.
4.5 & 4.6 left) while large-scale near-surface wind energy extraction caused dramatic
climatic diﬀerences compared to the control simulation (Fig. 4.5 & 4.6 right). We
theorize, although this has not been clearly proven, that the ratio of energy availability
rate / energy extraction rate gives a closer approximation to the overall diﬀerences in
climatic impacts although this requires further research and is at least in part related to
the climate metric selected to quantify change (e.g. wind velocity, precipitation rates,
albedo).
5.2 Possible Directions of Future Research
Our calculations have helped clarify the response of the Earth System to large-scale
near-surface wind energy extraction, global jet stream wind energy extraction, and
the large-scale deployment of photovoltaics (PV). Not only are there ﬁnite limits to
extraction for all renewable technologies, but they also all cause changes to the climate
system. Given the current disparity in the scientiﬁc literature related to this very
topic, continued work on the parameterization of renewable technologies such as near-
surface wind and photovoltaics, within various general circulation models and in several
diﬀerent spatial conﬁgurations should certainly be completed. Additionally, the spatial
expanse of large wind and PV farms is just beginning to encompass a cooperative size
as to allow a detailed network of ﬁeld measurements to reﬁne and/or verify larger scale
modeled estimates. The intercomparison between regional and global scale simulations
for speciﬁc consistent scenarios should also be completed.
With studies related to energy return on investment (EROI) suggesting that present-
day wind technologies are capable of delivering much more energy during their lifetime
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than is required for their manufacture and installation compared to photovoltaics (20:1
for surface-based wind turbines compared to 7:1 for PV), additional wind energy from
the ’middle-altitudes’ also seems worth exploring further. The temporal, geographic,
and seasonal complexities of utilizing this additional wind resource are presently not
identiﬁed, but the presence of a renewable ’middle-altitude’ wind resource of the same
quantity as that of the boundary layer does exist.
This study also did not include all potentially large renewable resources or tech-
nologies. Quantifying the fundamental limits to extraction for ocean thermal energy
conversion (OTEC) in a similar ’simple model’ framework employed by this study has
already been completed by Nihous (2005) but the biological and climate considera-
tions related to increasing the vertical ﬂuxes of the ocean in select geographic locations
remains unexplored. This assessment for OTEC impacts could be easily completed
within a GCM with a coupled ocean. Concentrated solar power (CSP) also deserves
more research, as the ability to diﬀerentiate between direct and diﬀuse solar radiation
has just been included in recently released GCMs. As with the other renewables, the
climatic consequences of large-scale CSP also requires further exploration.
Potentially coinciding or separate from renewable energy research, the 2009 global
human energy demand of 17 TW (EIA 2011) is being released into the atmosphere with
currently unknown climatic impacts (Lovins 1974; Schneider & Dennett 1975) and to
our knowledge, is not included in any GCM simulation. This may in fact even be a
moot point at the moment and possibly even with a human energy demand exceeding
100 TW, estimated as possible by 2100 by IPCC (2008). Still, this increase in the waste
heat release must eventually result in climatic impacts. It would certainly deserve to
be included in a modeling study that considers a global human energy demand of 100s
of terawatts, regardless of whether this energy is renewably extracted from the Earth
System or derived from fossil fuel or nuclear resources.
All of these future research topics in some way suggest how human actions may alter
the climate system. While publicly regarded as ’green’ technologies without climatic
consequences, this renewed and enhanced understanding regarding the impact of re-
newable technologies should not be identiﬁed as good or bad. Throughout this study,
we have strived to not place this value judgement on these changes, as the renewables
simply cause diﬀerences in the climate dynamics. The next possible, but politically
complicated step, could then be ’climate optimization,’ where a speciﬁc renewable en-
ergy technology is selected for not only producing renewable power, but also preferential
climatic diﬀerences (e.g. warmer or wetter conditions). This speciﬁc renewable energy
installation may also have inﬂuences on the generation rate of the resource and climate
at regional, continental, and potentially even global scales. How this is perceived and
implemented will certainly perplex researchers for decades, but the computer models
and initial understanding of how to parameterize various renewable technologies to
begin this analysis are available now.
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